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nicest and best thing in the world to possess ciprocal ? She, who gave herself alone té
From the Home Journal.
exquisite taper so much admired in ideal,
you, in all her youth and beauty, and who
a bady.
A
CHAPTER
ON
BABIES.
yet
seldom
seen,
but
a
charming
chubbiness“‘ ave
« »farW£ **«■
S
BY LEINAD.
So, gentle reader, if you chance to wander is willing to stay secluded at home, to care
Her foot (this I have learned since) was a
is
P
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T
E
D
EVERY
FRIDAY
M
ORNING
EY
<* other f i * *
BY A CHILDLESS MOTHER.
through our pretty village, don’t be astonish fer your comfort and watch over her child
Tom and I had just come up from break pretty one, and expressed as much by its
Perish by ,1;^
S. II. ISTOYES,
rofnloi,sTn “
ed
at the numbers of miniature carriages and ren, ought you not to prize her company
fast. It had been a sorry one, and ire were tapping as the flashing of nqiny a beauty’s
■A baby in the house is a well-spring of buxom nurse-maids that you meet on the ter more than all besides ? More than societies,
‘
V tth ¡¡8 PUBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR.
discontented and vexed. Threats of remov eyes. She wore—here I must stop; I can„ _ . ,
,
_
„
,
.
... pleasure. ’ Saith not “brother Tupper some- race, or up on “ the hill.” We are no slew clubs, or the most intelligent and brilliant
B R ID G T O N , M E .
al had been made fer months; but the hor not recollect that. She was dressed with
thing like this? If his remarks be true, coaches, and the next thing to “setting up for companions? There are many men who
a
« ®
_________________
rors of moving even to two comparatively taste; whether her bonnet was straw or
i then tLe houses of our ambitious little village company,” is to get papa to buy baby a carri are respectable and industrious, who think
ldee?iaSeS, of the
CHARLES LAMSON, EDITOR.
silk,
her
dress
green
or
gray,
I
can’
t
say.—
unencumbered bachelors, had prevented the
n t '-u> oi all the
ln
must be well watered, for such a crop of babies age ! Papa does not grumble, but presently they love their wives, and are doing their
o - aa ated by thj ¡py* All letters must be addressed to the accomplishment. We were in the Irish Imagine what would be becoming such a one j
as vre show this season, has rarely been ex you will observe him on the boat, just previ- duty, but who allow this, that or the other
de are scrofa]
Publisher. Communications intended for man’s first floor of a hoarding house, where as I have described, and you have what she
hibit. 1 since Barnum’s famous harvest, a few ous to landing, going down to that wonder- society or club to take the time they ought
V tilf>5
. • i.vi:-.«;.
;y . thia , lurkW lablication should be accompanied by the all the miseries, and none of the “comforts wore, provided you are a lady reader.
yi-f.-s -i.ise. Indeed, our excessive efforts ful closet where the nice things are tucked to give their wives.— [Mrs. Abbott.
is undermine! name of the author.
It was a sort of a mischievous glance j
of a home,” had been borne hy us for months.
^ p t e r n n-emus
and improvements in this direction, led one away ; and the pride with which he drags
.
. ,
,
. .
alterative mi>ar
“Dudley” —I looked up from my paper— that she threw at me, as she passed m e:
. .
„ , •,
.
, ,
amateur ]udge to observe, in the classic lan- out the little carriage, is quite equal to that
T f.ums. ONE DOLLAR A YEAR IN ADJ
r vA ,* „
SMOKING TOBACCO.
“ ««•y food®
perched
on
the
high
counter
stool,
with
the
°
A
.
i A _______
sve supply in ai La n c e ; one dollar fifty-cents at the end of “Dudley, wc must move ; I can’t, I shan t cnguage of Young America, that “ if we were when, a young bachelor, he trotted out his
A controversy is now going on in Glas
theyear.
j dure it any longer. This elevation in lodg- pile of letters at my side; but she stopped
Termsof A dvertising . One square 16 .
d ,fc tcnd to a corresponding eleva not, and walking up to the pidgeon-hole a one-horse, we were certainly not a one-baby fast pony. His friends smile, but he is call gow (says the London Lancet) between Mr.
tes, one insertion To cents, 3 insertions!
1
°
concern !”
ous to ridicule, and hereafter comes home William Logan and Dr. McLeod as to the
arsaparilla,
31:00 : 3 months §2:00 ; 6 months $3:50; one tion of spirits. This plain fare may he where letters are delivered, she asked the
Our district has ever been celebrated for each night with the insignia of paternity utility or the evil of tobacco-smoking. Mr.
lich the medical rear $6:00 ; 1-4 column $18:00 ; 1-2 column \healthful, but it’s decidedly uncomfortable. very same question I had asked ten minutes
e for this
$30:00 ; one column $50:00
its choice flowers and elegant bouquets.— poking out from pocket, basket, and bundle. Logan uses some very forcible arguments
The
This vile coffee might have been a fair in- before. “ Anything here for D. B ?”
----- —
um
Io ,i.. Vj(¡
.v
malady.
,
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,
. Several gentlemen have proved that our It is refreshing to hear him descant on that against the employment of the “ weed.” He
JOB
PRINTING
executed
with
neatness*
boy
pushed
his
head
from
the
sanctum,
and
i
, ,, ° .
. . . . . .
fliction
on
Job,
but,
in
my
present
condition,
re remedials that
blackberries, and pears are likely to become wonder of wonders, which is sent down in says:—“ He had lived in Lon Ion, Leeds,
expurgation
cheapness md despatch.
I don’t feel called upon to endure such fare. turned two imploring, puzzled, quizzical eyes
✓
Wood, and the
'■
as renowned as our time-honored pippin, and that same carriage to meet him as he comes Rochdale, Bradford, and Glassgow, for up
destructive con. The following neat little poem, entitled So, “an thou lovest me, Dud,” look up dif on me. The lady turned also— I looked in now we may add with truth that our babies
wards of sixteen years amongst the humbler
up from the boat.
be employed for
ferent quarters, and I will as ever be your vain for relief, and for two instants—they
but~aisoJ,<those
Mystery Solved,” is from the pen of a
are as “ plenty as black-berries,” and quite as
Were we a poet, we might find inspiration classes ; and whilst he had met with thous
obedient
chum.”
smocmed
moments
then—three
puzzled
faces
from it. such as sonof Gen. Morris, the famous song wri
worthy o f notice. IVe have large babies and sufficient in these “stray birds of paradise” ands of inveterate smokers, he never found
I replied nothing, but turned over to the were gazing together.
Sr. A nthosmall babies; light babies and dark babies ; to write immortal lays. One gentle lady has one of them attempt to defeud smoking, but
PEUAS, Pi MRUS ter. He is a “ chip of the olcl block,”
“ Board and Rooms” column of the Herald.
“
Miss,”
I
began,
and
went
through
with
ix s and Boils, Belinda Blond has azure eyes
quiet babies and noisy babies ; boy babies embalmed one ubaby” in spicy verse; but we they almost invariably referred to it of their
found
nothing
that
would
do.
1
an explanation, how I was “D. B t h a t I '
,,
A, ,.
R heum , Scald
Through drooping lashes stealing,
, ,
.
, ,,
,
. . , and girl babies—all sorts of babies, except are only plain prosaies, or, as Mr. Prim re own accord, as “a bad habit,” and regretted
t i s m . S yphili.
“Well, Tom, I will put an advertisement had opened some letters, and now advised I , , . .
.
...
_
;
S: DROPS-Mj Dts. In every feature softness lies,
ugly babies and cross babies—fortunately marks, “would be’s,” so we can only record that they had been foolish enough to learn
in the paper, and await the result. How the opening of the remainder, tendered an
A nature mild revealing.
deed, all Coyall cur babies are good and handsome !
facts, and judge of the future by the past', it. The only occasion on which he had seen
VTED OR iMPCKE
the “ elegant brown stone fronts, in genteel apology, etc., etc.—in fact stumbled through
As we poor childless wives meekly go frpm trusting that after years may verify our tobacco used with apparent advantage was
in “ Impurity of Her toilet rich and ever new,
locations,
references
exchanged,
dinners
at
the
best
sort
of
an
explanation
my
confused
And costly is her carriage ;
> for scrofula is
house to house, we learn that each new baby prophecy, that if the wealth of a nation con when visiting the inmates of the lunatic
six o’clock,” etc., will flow in upon us.”
intellect would allow.
The particular She owns in church the choicest pew
that is presented for our inspection, is heavier sists in part in its populousness, that our asylum at Edinburgh, where the medi
irsaparilla is to
Bride ever gained by marriage !
The morning thereafter you might have
I
should
like
to
see
again
the
expression
I
tal fluid, withprettier, more forward and more excellent village will have made this country rich in cal superintendent gratified about a doz
read the following advertisement:—
saw in that face, as the color came and
possible in con- Her husband once was rude and rough,
than any other mother’s baby. “ Mrs. Slouch’s deed. Perhaps on some future occasion we en of the unfortunate inmates by dividing
But now is mild and tender—
went;
and
abode
there
until
the
whole
“Two young gentlemen wish two rooms
baby is a nice little creature, buLso sm all!” may pursue this theme, so prolific in sugges amongst them about half an ounce of to
You’d
never
think
such
surly
stuff
on the second or third floor, in a house sit countenance was suffused with blushes; and
c P ills ,
To woman would surrender.
uated between Fourteenth and Twenty-third tiled the teare came, and the little foot pat “Slim’s baby is a cunning fellow, but what tive thought. But enough for the present— bacco.” Air. Logan alleges that tobacco
im ily Physic,
streets, and Sixth Avenue and Broadway.
ahead!” “ The Tumble Bugs’ babies are too much, perhaps, some will think, on so creates thirst- -an assertion which is open
Address, stating terms, D. B., Union Square ted hurriedly.
ise within the “Oh ! tell me, pray, Belinda dear,
always dumpy, and the new one has such insignificant a subject.
to objection—and that its use frequently
How thus your lord you master—
I
was
prepared
for
embarrassments,
for
d y withstand or
Post-Office.”
start/ (not starry)eyes!” “ Mrs. Fiinder’s
leads to that of intoxicating drinks, which
din g properties Whose gloomy mood created fear—
A day or two after I went into Godfrey’s blushes, but for tears—no, not for them ;—
Whose frown foretold disaster ?”
vigorate every
baby is a darling little g ir l; but did you see IIE NEVER KEEPS HIS W IFE WAIT is not necessarily the case. But he hits the
and asked the boy, behind the Post-Office and I stood still like a convicted school-boy.
ism, correcting
ING.
its nose ?” Whereas this baby—that is, the
mark more closely when he says, “Much
n ing its healthy “Ah me !” she said, “ it cost me years
She remained standing also ; a queer picture
railing, “ Anything here for D. B ?”
“ She never kept her husband waiting,” is time is lost by smoking. It is supported at
baby we are holding in our awkward, un
of these properTo find the right mesmeries ;
was
it,
this
side
view
in
the
great
panorama
“A
few,”
was
the
response;
and
he
show
ved down with A man must yield to floods of tears’—
accustomed arms—is just the dearest, love the title of a piece we saw in an exchange a great expense. Many working men spend
s astonished to
ed me a pile consisting of some thirty or of New York life. At last 1 offered the let
There's nothing like hysterics / ”
liest, cunningest, little creature that ever was paper. We wish we could say the same of more upon tobacco alone than would enable
>red by a remedy
forty letters, each bearing the superscription ters.
‘ g---------------- ~ ----------------born! We stifle down a rebellious sigh, as we all husbands—they never kept their wives them to send their children to school, and
“I don’ t wish them, sir. I was but jok
every-day com- -gg- The following is from a book written “D. B.” It was a pretty sight, that two score
think of our own quiet room, where cradle waiting; but there are many, too many, purchase a newspapers. In an article in
^ Th^agents'bt ’»J George Yanderlioff of matters relating to of letters. Here a neat white envelope, with ing—how foolish !” and she turned from
cares and cradle joys never intrude ; where wives who burn the midnight oil waiting the Scottish Review, entitled- “Liverpool, its
nish gratis my the English Stage. We take it from the j the letters as delicately traced as if by the the store.
no gentle baby breathings ever freight the the taidy return of their husbands. Is it Smoke and Ashes,” it is said — “At the
She went across the park, up Broad wav,
pen of a fairy; there a buff, with great mas
rllg tlieir
t)ce.rtificat^
tor
use m Home J6urnal. The anecdotes are rather
r ; ..
sw
anxieties ; where no baby’s not enough for a half-sick and weary moth time of our visit to Liverpool there stood
then,
into
one
of
the
twenty
¡su
rety,
i
UiiovC
culine
ekn-ograpuy
*
.
but
these
epistres
were
Costiveness, ¿.nusiug':
soft murmur of satisfied content or helpless er to watch the greater part of the night under the sheds no fewer than sixteen
r from disorder•
all on the most material of subjects, and I because I was near, her—yes, walking by
ANECDOTES OF BARRY.
complaining is ever to break the unnatural with a sick and restless infant, bu^ she must thousand large hogsheads of tobacco, and each
estion, Pain in
ou-cls. Flatulen- “This same Barry, by-the-by—as good- did not stop for sentiment. The boy was her side ; and when we stopped at No.— , still of a childless home. We look on this iu too many cases, wait and watch many
of these paying on an average a duty of two
'ice, and other
paid his demanded charge : his quizzical Daisy Bartlett and Dudly Barnwell were
mother's baby, and our yearning becomes a anxious hours for him who ought to share hundred pounds, yielding in all a revenue of
rom a low state natured a soul as ever tossed off a tumbler inquisitive, imprudent face, left unnoticed, conversing easily and freely.
f -its functions. of whiskey-punch without winking, (dead,
prayer lor faith to know that “ God doeth all her sorrows and lighten his cares ? He is three million two hundred thousand pounds !
“It had been a joke, and she had not ex
while I sat down to read these answers to
enjoying herself, away among congenial aud all this ending in smoke, so far as the
things
w ell!”
n
ow
,
poor
fellow,)—
was
an
eccentric
old
hu
’e c t o r a lj
pected such a final. She did not want a
our inquiries.
What a fine thing it is that each mother friends, while she is at home, mourning ov real comfort and social aud intellectual im
morist ; and, having been years an actor in
RE OF
As near as I can now remember—all this husband obtained in this way. She thought,”
arseness, Croup, Dublin, was on most familiar terms with
thinks so well of her baby. We cannot help er his coldness and neglect, and perhaps
provement of the people are concerned.’ ”
happened some four years ago— the first one with a sly smile, “one might get one in a
smiling at this over-admiration which sees weeping over a frain and drooping child.—
n
l ieT tsinadim l lhatmost easy> irnprudeiit, and familiar
more womanly manner. If I could get a
I opened ran thus whence. The colloquies they held together
no defect in the little soft “bundle of pink We wish none but drunken and dissolute
WOMAN WITHOUT RELIGION.
“ M y dear Miss— (Miss ! some mistake mutual acquaintance to introduce me, she flesh” and white cambric. We listen as the husbands kept their wives waiting; but it
usefulness and -the actor from the stage, and the habitues
A man without religion is at best a poor
here)— Y'our inquiry in yesterday’s Herald would be glad to know m e; but she was
its cures, that
pretty lady, duly arrayed in an elegant is often the case that the husbands is thought
ry abounds in ofthe shilling gallery, from their
(oh! I see, a mere slip of the pen—Miss for not romantic enough to consider the coinci
reprobate, the football of destiny, with no tie
“Nook and coigne of vantage” —
have been re
dashdbille, recounts the peculiar excellencies less; perhaps he meets a friend, dinner,
Messrs.) was seen, and awakened in my
even desperate were, in themselves, “ as good as a play,” heart (visions o f ----- • dollars a week in ad dence of the two “B. D.s” a sufficient claim of her new treasure, and we can see nothing waits, and the wife, who does her own work, linking him to infinity, and to the wonderous
eternity that is begun within him ; but a
to an acquaintance.” So we talked, or she
■ry other medi- ad frequently stopped the play itself, and vance, fire and lights extra) sensations such
more beautiful and interesting than the hap is wondering what can keep her husband ;
woman without it is even worse— a flame
rent to escape ^ the whole house, actors included, iu a as it had not known for years. I have long did, and I congratulated myself on obtain py smile of perfect content with which, as she fears something has happened to him.
sought for one, (there are two of us', won’t ing evidence of her impression that I was a
without heat, a rainbow without color, a flow
;ucs are known,
the nurse hands out the baby, the convales lie surely would not make her wait so; and,
do I’ m afraid,) to take the vacant room
w hat antidote
er without perfume. A man may, iu some
m d dangeroue “Thus Barry, who had a well-known pen- (sentimental boarding-house proprietor this) gentleman ; for, if not, why should she ad cent turns back the blanket and discloses in this anxious state, she waits hour after
sort,
tie his frail hopes and honors, with weak
vance
apologies
for
conduct
of
hers
?
in
my
soul.”
(Soul!
what
does
this
mean
?
rgans that are
for tj1Q “ mata.yria.ls” nicely blended,
the little face and tiny arms. What if the hour for her husband, who has been per
lie many lineJ
. ,
.
shifting ground tackle, to business or to the
AVe don’t want a riom in his soul. Is the
I left her at the door. 1 went home ; I
he community ame rolling on the stage, one night, under
mother’s eyes were not so enchanted ; what suaded to dine with a friend, and he is too
fellow daft ?
It’s addressed to “ D. B.”
world; but a woman without that anchor
k this has gam- munusual press of poteen, when he was Says,-“Your advertisement in the Herald of told Tom, and he sat back in his luxurious would become of all the unlovely babies ? thoughtless to send his anxious wife word,
called Faith is a drift and a wreck ! A man
old rocking-chair and laughed.
er forget, and Immediately saluted by a voice of one of the yesterday.” What can this mean ?)
what would be the fate of those unsightly sd she spends the whole afternoon, nervous
may clumsily continue a kind of moral re
“Well, will you find the mutual acquain
s and too re- iisper ten iu the gallery, with,
little monsters that are born in this troub and anxious, too careworn to have an appe
Just at this moment light began to come
sponsibility out of his relations to mankind;
“Barry, you tief o’ the woruld! how many in upon my darkened and confused mind. I tance ? and will you cultivate the acquain lous world? It is a delightful weakness, tite to her lonesome dinner. But her child
but a woman, in her comparatively isolated
tance
of
Miss
D.
B?and
will
you—oh
!
it
is
,OW EEL-VIS. tumblers o’ whiskey-punch did you take to- asked the boy for a yesterday’s Herald, and
this inordinate affection—we will not degrade ren must be attended to, and her domestic
sphere,where affection, and not purpose is the
rich,” and he relieved himself by more ha,
ire
night?”
it
by
the
name
of
instinct,
but
allow
it
the
affairs must go on, notwithstanding her sad
there I found under the head matrimonial,
controlling motive, can find no basis for any
ha’s
!
“Fine
eyes
;
yes,
I
see,
only
a
joke—
m ; J. D- ITcc
“To which Barry, looking up with a scorn- the following advertisement,—
noble one of affectionate judgement. The and dejected condition. After spending the
system of right action but that of spiritual
not foolishly romantic—must have a knowl
“ A young lady of good family in this city, edge of your antecedence—your family—be generality of mankind may take comfort in greater part of the day in this manner, she fSith. A man may craze his thought and
eyHr PS i « fal leer, replied : '
o
V
V
.
■
“None, ye blackguard, at your expense 1” with ample fortune, tired of the insinceri
Falls ; , .
the thought that, however unloved and un is kept awake through the night with a rest
brain to trustfulness in such a poor harbor
Boody, North “And not the least abashed, went on with ties of fashionable society, desirous to cul fore she will receive you as an acquaintance.
appreciated they may have been, each one less babe, which none but a mother can
• \ Fortholcsaltd
age as Fame and Reputation may stretch
Yes,
I
see;
but
don’t
she
know
that
you
tivate
the
acquaintance
of
a
young
man
of
his business. In thi3 case the laugh was
Sy36.
was, for a time, at least, and to one person, soothe. Would it be a wonder if the next
like social position with a view to matri trill find the mutual acquaintance. Let me
before him ; but a woman—where can she
»gainst his assailants.
the
most
attractive,
the
most
interesting,
and
morning,
she
should
rise—if
able
to
rise
at
mony.
Please addressed, D- B., Union
put her hope in storms, if not in Heaven ?
be seer and prophet for a time.” Tom stood
M a k in g
“Not so always. During the run of Tom Square Post-Office.”
the most important of the human race.— all— with an aching head, and a pale and
And that sweet truthfulness, that abiding
up and gazed at vacancy in the orthodox, Beautiful manifestation of a glorious nature
»d Jerry, which was played in Dublin some
careworn countenance, instead of a fresh and
The puzzle was over. There were two D.
love—lightening them with the pleasantest
oracle
style.
“I
see
in
the
dim
future
a
r k e r
% or more nights successively, Barry’s ori- B.’s in the world, and I had some letters be
i3 this instinct of maternal love! From the smiling face and elastic spirit? Would it
STOCIv of
pally white B.ussia-duck pants, which he longing to the other , moreover I had been castle—an airy one; yet not all in the highest to the lowest order of creation, fer be surprising if she should be rather slow radiance, when the world’s storms break like
m d Flow ers antinued to wear, night after night, began reading them—reading a lady's private cor clouds, but resting on the more tangible vently may we bless God for such a transcen in preparing br<#ikfast, or that her husband an army of smoking cannon—what can be
ent of
b assume rather a dusky shade, indicating respondence. I sat and thought awhile.— foundation of terra firma: in that castle sit dent gift. No elevation of rank, no degrada had to wait, if that careworn mother had to stow it all, but a holy soultie to what is above
U N G S y
aelr innocence of soap and water. At last, The indefiniteness of the advertisement eith a man and woman—husband and wife ; ma- tion of sin, can extinguish the spark; and do her own work, as too many mothers do ? the storms, and to what is stronger than an
army with cannon ? Who that has enjoyed
O S ie r y ? & c * T^ea these long-enduring pants, (Russia- er tells of woeful ignorance, or the prank ofL terial furniture is there, and l o ! my in though it be preverted or exaggerated, still Need husbands, who keep their wives waitthe love of a Christian mother but will echo
creasing
vision
sees
on
the
wall,
in
a
room.
ia l Shrouds, ’^ck) made their appearance about the some one •of the fun-loving schocl-girls
|there is ever in its partiality, patence, self- :ngi wonder that they fade so soon, and look
ventieth night, encasing Barry’s legs as if j 0f ^ew York ; so no great harm will be in that aforesaid structure, a gilded frame, |denial) and self-for getfulness, a holy beauty so sickly ? A real, true wife and mother, the thought with energy, aud hallow it with
;e to order.
a tear!
D PRESSED' tiey grew there, and were never to “ undergo j done to the feelings of the writer. I can ’lvhlch encircles two advertisements—the one that must compei resect. Tim child, “ once a ¡3 necessarily confined at home the greater
ichange,”
^sea-change,"
fresh
water
or
othoniy
0pen
them
all,
and
hand
back
to
the
f
sks/
or,
a
”
om’
antl
the_
other
for
a
hu£part
of
the
mother,”
brings
with
it
blessing
ROYS, HELP YOUR MOTHER.
part of the time, and seldom sees any com
ce Hall.
band: the faces of the pair seem to say that1 11
, •
,
■T,) one of Barry's persecutors cried out to boy those for the other D. B.
!
1
1
and love, and is an angel minister to evoke pany but that of her husband and children;
We have seen from two to six great hearty
•
- , . •
lim, from the gallery:
It was time to explain to him, however— the advertisements have been answered— !i memories
of lost innocence and a tender and it is the duty of her husband, and ought, boys, sitting by the kitchen stove, toasting
“Whisht, Berry, you divel!” thus arrest- for the young official stood gazing at me, as ; that Daisy Bar^lett ia s a husband, and JjrathCr’s forbearing patience.
to be his choice, if he loves his wife, to give Itheir feet, and cracking nuts or jokes, while
a; the attention o f the house for his coup. I sat with the open letter in my hand, and
Garnwe.i a room room in^ Daisy’s | Alas, alas! these little missionaries are her
,,rr as
^ much v,
.... .......
moiuct, ,v
, uc to
of his
time.....
as....
he can possibly' lucll
their mother,
a slender woman has tgone
“What do ye want, you blackguard ?” said vith all the first opened letter in my hand,
'
fellow '.
not always successful: and though sent for take from important business, interesting! the wood pile for wood, to the wel! for water
- - beside
1 Reader, if you wul come up town, and see1
1
”1
1
lirry, nothing moved by the style of address and witfl au the others untouched
our good, too often fall into the evil ways of j himsslf in all that interests her. She thinks; or to the meat-house to cut frozen stake for
I mean—I will tell vou how true a ,
,,
11
‘
"
’
j^
"
utti which he was familiar.
me. I told it all to him, what I proposed ; me—us,
__ , .
...
* _
_ , , those they came to make better. Well, well, more of his company than any one else in dinner; this is not as it should be. There is
was; teil vou that I asked
,
.
. . .
,
.
“Wait till I whisper you, ’ said the voice. |doinsr; he assented, astonished that such a prophet lom
•» ,,
. " ,.
.
pe m u . not moranze; bachelors wives and tbe wjde world does; and when the hour fo r! much work about house too nard for women.
AU were silent. “ 11 hen did your ducks . coincitlence should have happened, even in 1 ' ™ ^ °
An^ nins tkcre for! old m ails’ children are proverbial,so we will dinner arrives, she watches, with a cheerful: Heavv liftin hard extra steps which should
ai
*- —- jj. i>. and now slie answered
iie the water last ?”
I that place of queer doings, Union Square
keep our thoughts to ourselves, and will not ^expectation of spending a little time in kind' be done by those more able. Beys, don’t let
“The house was uproarous with laughter j Post-Office. I turned to my correspondence
, .
fail as we go from house to house, to note and familiar conversation, with one whose! vour mother do it all. Dull, prosy houscine
sea
is
the
largest
cemetery,
and
its
j
1
’
' several minutes ; and Barry, for the first auain ; the next was as it should be, a busi. the peculiar charms of each baby, and pd* fsociety she prizes more than all the world; work is irksome enough, at best. It is a long
slumberers sleep without a monument.
35 in his life, was left without a retort to j ness offer of rooms , the next a
matrimon
-- -----------* .I , ,
,
j Jeavor, like a good hearer of sermons, to pick besides, and in her lonely and retired life work, tco, it being impossible to tell when it
ii.gallery-boy. The next night, however, . jai one. j had -got about to tue tenth o f
•out beauty and truth trom the most unpromi- these dinner and tea times are eras of joy, is quite done, and then on the morrow the
Aange was evident, and his Russia-ducks thesc alternate layers
^ ' tiac|,on ',^ e,. e n the y
great and the Tltug
•ging onyjcvw.
subjects. A
Ve will
not glance ¿u,
at the
old giving
,,:vinr a cheerful change to the sameness o f; whole is to be gone ove^ with again.—There
“ J'-“ ' of matrimony and
..c
nm uui
me mu
';r5 as white as Russia’s snows.”
boarding houses, when a lady entered the ■"
’
nc
a
JU" in tuat j baby, or at the boy who was once “the1’ baby ber never endiDgdutics.
Ms more of it than one is apt to think. AVe

A.WTIIING H ERE FOR D. B

¡J r iijjt a n

g e ja r te r ,

store. I have reason t o remember her, and
ceme e.y,
^ Kinc , tae e.own, fHe •an<j wooider if the present incumbent will I Husband, if you love your wife, do not wish some busy allday house worker, the
Asensible max. AYhat the world calls I think I can describe her appearance even prince, and the peasant, are alike undisting grow up to be a like nuisance. AAe will not keep her waiting; if you meet a friend on j arrangement of whose house is about as inuished.
'¿rice is oftentimes no more than compul-j at this time. She was of medium height,
imagination picture the wakeful nightsi vour way to dinner, do not let him keep you.; convenient as it can be, a no uncommon state

ds, jiu t

■'^ûomy, and even a willful penurious- ^and this means five feet two inches in woAVill you remember this ? Life is shorten- j
shivering papa, or, worse, the dead sleep- 'When the business of the day is over, do not j of things, would count her steps for one day
is better than a wasteiul extravagance- man, with brown hair, worn, as a handsome ed by indulgence in anser, ill-will, auxietv, j
a PaPa> baby diseases, the trouble, talk politics, or take a stroll with a com- and let us have the result in miles, let it be
*3tman,being reproached with parsimony, one of the sex will always wear it, behind envy, grief, sorrow, and excessive care. The the expense, the hundred new carts entailed p!mion, for tea is ready, and a tired and noted how many times sue goes into the cellar
irfi^ / it!iatlie wa»ld rather enrich his enemies the ears ; a hazel eye, cheeks ju st tinged vital powers are wasted by excessive bodily
this
morsel of humanity. Our j half-sick wife is waiting for your company to the wood pile, to the pump, up and down
«This death than barrow o f his friends in with rosy coloring, pouty, yet inviting lip s; exercise in some cases, and want of a due hearts shall go out to that rejoicing mother's and words of encouragement If she enjoys ' stairs, and especially ho- many tiroes from
!
and her hand was ungloved, showing not th e1portion in others.
Iheart, and we will agree that it is just the1j.our gaiety so much, ought it not to be re ' the stove to the buttery.— fMoramg Star.

■V
T~m..usL,jM«uwen
their do-nothing position, sigh for what they
Suppose to be the simple, heartsome felicities
of the ruralites ! But no nnSre external avo"
cation availeth much to our true blessedness.
This wili come only with aetii’ity in all es
FRIDAY MORNING, OCT. 28, 1859.
sential directions, and to all truly useful
ends. The kind of w o r k we do, provided avc
Trip down Country. On Wednesday morn know hoAV to du it, need not trouble us at
ing of last week we started, 5n company all.
with our neighbor E. A. Gibbs, for the fair
We liked Mr. Neal’s address because it
that day commenced at Gorham. The morn was devoid of compliment. He did not laud
ing proved windy and cold, and we went the “ dignity of labor” in unmeaning phrase
away with but small courage, and would hut exhorted farmers to enlighten, them“
not have gene at all but for the odium of selves upon subjects especially appertaining
“ backing down.” We Avere in for it by pre to their business. His words were sensible,
vious arrangement, and must go on even if direct, and plain. He made no flourish of
we froze our toes. Our progrers to Gorham trumpets— puffed nobody, but told the far
was without incident, so we need say but mers that they wore lamentable ignorant of
little about it. Friend Gibbs had with him their business. This address Avill do good
n load of Yankee broadcloth, and bed-blank to those who heard if.
ets for sale, and of course avo did not hur
We went from the lecture to our lodgings.
ry. We got down to Sawyer’s, Raymond Wo had not been in the bar-room long before
Village, about noon, and concluded to dine. in camo a queer looking individual— having
We like to dine at this house— not only be on his head a very fantastic hat something
cause Ave get a good dinner, but on account in the shape of a- fruit-dish, llis manner
o f ancient associations. This used to bo the Avas anything but modest.
He proved to be
dining place long years ago when the tav the “ machine poet,” of Avhom ihe papers have
ern was kept by Mr. Longley. We always spoken somewhat, lie got out his machine
get excel lout grub there. The gastronomic A’crses, and recited many of them with great
prestige of the old stand is kept good by the oratorical, flourish. One of his pieces was a
present owner, Mr. Sawyer. It is pleasant, narrative of his impressions received from a
after riding on a cold, Avindy autumn day, A'isit to the summit of “ Mount Airy,” someto warm oue’s self at an open fire-place, Avhero down east,the local allusions of which
Avherein is a good roaring tiro, in an old we did not understand. We only remember
fashioned bar-room, Avitli its ancient clock that the lines contained a superb puff for Dr.
ticking in the corner, and the old bar with its Holmes' of the Maine Farmer. We take great
pidgeou-hole, through which the toddy once pleasure in informing the doctor of the ex
made its appearance. Now a-days the tod istence of that poetical puff.
dy part of the once tavern play is an obso
Not being particularly attracted by the
lete idea, thank God ! yet, in many places, machine poetry, ivhioli is nothing strange
the old tavern stands are the same, minus for an editor, Avho is generally familiar with
this feature. It is so Avitli the old Longley the article, friend Gibbs aud myself went to
stand.
The bar-room — dining-room and bed. In an hour or more thereafter some
stable have changed not these forty years, one Avas ushered into our room, which con
and therefore Ave delight to stop there. IVhen |
tained two bods. The individual undressed
repairs begin in that location, wc shall go
in a trice, blew out’ the light, and leaped iuto
straight by without even looking in its di ins nest. We could not go to sleep— Ave had
rection.
indefinable fears of passing a wakeful night.
Cold, shivering traveller! did you CA-er The new comer turned once or twice rapidly
make these brief very comfortable sojourns in bed, settled himself into slumber, and be
at a country inn the subject of special re
gan to suore most outrageously ! Never be
flection ? Did you e\*er thiuk how nice a
fore did we hear such nasal explosions !—
thing it is t<5 sit down to a country dinner, We were at once confounded, frightened, and
in the snug, warm dining-room, and bo AA’aitsome tickled. We canvassed our prospect of
ed upon by a sweet, quiet, yet attentive dam
getting to sleep under fire of that nasal bat"
sel, Avhcse little feet fall to the floor Avith
tery. Could our will, queried we, surmount
snow-flake softness ? If you never did, we
wakefulness— especially under such 'prova
pronounce you, Avith malice aforethought, an
cation ? Wc thought it could not, and con
Incorrigible noodle !
suited with our friend Gibbs as to the means
We have made such scenes the subject of
of remedying this great nocturnal uproar.
very pleasant reflections. Not that we ever
Gibbs got up—struck a light, went to the
si arc at said damsel— wc do not give her ev
bed to inspect the noisy sleeper, and lo ! it
en the most timid look direct, but only obAvas the machine poet ! lie was routed at
serve'fTcr, furtively, from the extreme corner
once, and giA’en to understand that if he
o f our left eye. Yet avc are pleasantly
didn’t “ dry up,” some poetry would bo com
conscious of her presence, and perhaps mul
posed upon him that he Avould not like to
tiply our cups of tea, and prolong our sit
hear. His proboscis was quiescent for an
ting, in consequence.
hour or so, and then resumed its horrid pip
After dinner at Sawyer’s, avc contiuuc our
ing. Gibba,got up the second time, saying
way toward Gorham, the scene of the fair.
that the “ majority should rule,” and that
Just before avc arrive at the village wc meet
Ave would not have that snoring any longer,
a multitude of wagons returning from the
Wc heard no more of the poet till late in
show. The attendance must have been num
the morning, when we found him grinding
erous. We meet also a large number of
out poetic articles at a quarter a lick.
He
heavy, fat oxen, stears, bulls, Ac. returning
Avrote one, at friend Gibbs’ request, on snor
to farms ajacent. They appear to be cross,
ing, which he read to the great amusement
and impatient to get home, but they make a
of the by-itanders.
fine, rich show. Wc at last get to Doav’ s
But wc will not stay any longer at the
tavern, cold, cross, but neither hungry nor
fair. The exhibition Avas good and various,
thirsty. The bar-room is filled with much
judging from a birds-eyc glance.
Wo did
people, of a miscellaneous character.
The
not stay long at Gorham, but Avent to Port
show o f the genus, homo here, rather put us
land to sec the sights there—some account
to the blush. Swaggering, drunken roAvdics
of which we shall give in another article.
were the prominent actors of thp scene. This
fact suggested to our miuds that it Avould
Cure for D ysfesia. See in another col
be a great thing to institute fairs for the
improvement o f the human race—o f its umn an advertisement for a new medicine.
We are assured that it does not fail to cure
morals, manners, and j i
,iu.
However, we managed to put up Avith the bilious and dyspeptic difficulties. We shall
company as Ave found it, and awaited, list have rahre to say about it next Aveck, as avc
lessly, the supper hour. It came at last, are taking it ourself. We know the pro
and soon after, Ave Avent to the congregation prietor of this curative, and also that he has
al meeting house to hear the address by J ohn been cured of a long-standing physical diffi
N eat.. The audience Avas not large, though culty by it, and that others have been res
tored to health through its healing instru
attentive.
mentality. It may be procured at Hayden’s
The address was quite good, and charac
in this A'illage.
teristic of tKo speaker. It was off-hand— col.
loquial, and had nothiug of buncombe in it,
J/3&' A correspondent in another column
we arc happy to say. Mr. Neal told the
says it is to be hoped that the fair will be
plain, blunt truth about our farmers and
permanently located at Gorham. The Gor
farming. He told them that they did not
ham people may thus hope, but wo rather
understand their business— that they spread
think that this part of the county will ‘hope’
their farming endeavors over too much sur
for no such thing. We shall have no objec
face o f land. lie also told them that they
tion to their having a fair as often as they
did not sufficiently respect themselves and
please in Gorham, but it Avill not be a fair
their occupation, which ho esteemed, intrin
for the entire county. We hope the county
sically, the noblest under the sun. He spoke,
and state fairs will be abolished, and town
too, o f the folly and disaster of western emi
fairs take their place. This having a county
gration. Our farmers he thought should,
sIioay located permanently in an extreme
with their sons and daughters, stay at home.
corner of its territory is absurd.
Tlmy havo land enough for all. Ho told» a
story of a man Avho gave a married son and
The Atlantic Monthly for NoA'cmber has
daughter two thirds of his farm, and by a
reached us, and we do not hesitate to pro
more concentrated cultivation made the re
nounce it an admirable number. It is noiv
maining third produce as much as the whole
in the securo bands (secure intellectually
had formerly done. Mr. Neal said he kueiv
as well as pecuniarily,) of Ticknor and Fields,
nothing o f farming, practically, himself,
and will lose nothing of its pith and power
much to his regret, lie told an amusing
by the change. The professor is uncommon
story of hiring an Irishman to weed a pet
ly racy and interesting this month. We
plot o f tomatoes, which said paddy pulled
have not had time yet to l-cad, so carefully
entirely up—thinking them “ stinking weeds.”
as we could ivish, all of the other papers.—
This so discouraged John that he thereafter
The literary notices of the Atlantio arc the
give up “ farming.” Still, he thought it ex
most lively avc ever read.
tremely bad that fanners and farmers’ sons
should bo discontented with their occupation,
Will the Great E astern Come? seems to
it being, in reality, the most pleasurable,
be the most prominent inquiry just now.
healthy, manly, and withal the most profitiWe think the question not settled yet. The
b ’ e, of all occupations.
report
of the London Times that she is to go
B it Mr. Neal should know, and probably
does know, that it is the nature of mau to to South Hampton this winter to have her
be discontented Avitk Ids lot be it what it boilers overhauled, Avas Avritten, says the
She may be
may. The poor, and the laboring, and trad Argus, before her trial trip.
ing people ot the middle interest, arc always on her way to Portland for all that report,
sighing Tor the dainty and lazy felicities of which would lay her up for winter. If she
the aristocracy ; ivhilo the latter, disatisfiod docs not reach Portland this fall, yankee
with the •mend v nominal desirableness of confidence in her will bo below par.

About one o’clock last Sunday
morning the blacksmith shop, situated near
the lower bridge in this village, was dis
covered to be on fire, and was soon burnt
to. the ground. The fire caught, wo know
not Loav, In the corner next to the bridge.—
The shop being closely contiguous , to Mr.
John Webb’s blacksmith shop, and that to
other large wooden buildings, a good deal o f
property was in imminent danger of being
destroyed, and it Avas only by the most vigor
ous work that the fire was stayed Avith the
consumed building. Mr. Webb’s shop re
ceived but slight damage. The building was
partly owned and entirely occupied by Mr.
M ial Davis Avho carries on the Avagon m a
king business. As his insurance lately run
out, Mr. Davis meets Avith an entire loss o f
his part of the building, his machinery, and
a feAV sleigh-bottoms which Avere there to be
ironed.
Mrs. Merrill, joint owner of the shop, Avas
insured $200. The loss falls heavily upon
Mr. Davis.
Iu addition to other losses, Mr. E. Picverley, a wood workman in the upper part o f
the simp, had tools destroyed valued at $50Mr. I. Chase also lost articles valued at $30
or more.

F ire.

F lunkeydom is in cstacy over a wedding
that recently occurred in a catholic church
at New York. The married parties Avere an
old rich Spaniard and a pretty New York
girl. One AA'Ould naturally think to read
the flunkey accounts o f this wedding, in
Avhich jcAvels and lace prominently figure,
that these articles constitute the pith of
marriage. A ll avc have to say about such
tinsel marriages is this: that the parties,
in the eye of true wisdom, are slialloAv-heart.
ed fools. A yankee girl who all unlovingly,
as she must, will sell herself to an old mum
my foreigner for the sake of his Avealth and
the brief eclat that Avealth brings, must, as
as she desenTes, bo very miserable. And Ave
think journalists greatly prostitute their
calling in aiding to lend even small glo
ry to such Avicked folly. A journalist should
never be of the flunkey tribe.
Commercial House P ortland. During our
recent stay in Portland, aa-c dropped into the
above-named Hotel, kept by our fellow towns
man aud early school and play-mate, Mr.
N athan D avis. Mr. D. is a quiet, unobtru
sive landlord, yet keeps, as every one knoAv.s
who puts up with him, an excellent house.
His rooms arc as neat as wax work, his ta
ble as sumptuous as any reasonable man
could require, and, in a Avord, everything
about liis premises bears the stamp o f ex
treme order. Long experience, and natural
aptitude for his business, combines to make
Mr. Davis one of the best landlords extant.
We arc aware that Ave are telling no news
about Mr. Divis, but we felt like- expressing something deservedly pleasant
about a friend of former years.
Lyceum. The members o f the B. Lyceum
are respectfully requested to meet at Tem
perance Hall, on Thursday Nov. 3d, at 7
o ’clock, P. M. for the purpose of chosing offi
cers as required by the constitution, and al
so to take such action as may be judged ex
pedient, with reference to the meetings of the
society the c oming season. Per order of the
committee.
We hope there w ill be a general attend
ance of the members of the Lyceum on this
occasion, as there can be no question as to
the high utility of this institution. Our
Lyceum goers have heretofore been highly
gratified and, avo' think, profited by its exer
cises, and should noAv come promptly for
ward to secure a continuance of its good in
fluences.
There was one exhibition at Gorham,
last Aveck, iu tho main street that led-to the
show ground, that >vas anything but credita
ble to the village. It was not the sort of
show that people went there to see. W© al
lude to an old, badly maimed and bleeding
horse that some cruel villian had, it was
said, knocked doAvn in the street. He laid
there, avc know not how long, a painful spec
tacle to the humane, to struggle in the ago
nies of death! After passing the poor brute
twice, we had no desire for further observa
tion of the fair.

For the Reporter.
W ill some of our good and
The F air at Gorham. The Fair at Gorhumane subscribers haul us a few loads of
success Ex
wood ? We are much in need, now the cold ham last week Avas a ,rperfect ~
" V * -x
tensive
arrangements
had
been
made for its
has arrived, os Ave fear, to stay for the
accommodation, and although it was fully
season.
attended, the preparations made AVCte all
^j£0 ~Look fiver the new advertisment of A. that could be wished. On Wednesday was
& R. II. Davis. What they haven’ t got in the exhibition of stock. The exhibition of
the line of new Goods, Avell hardly bo needed cattle is said to haA’o been the best ever
Judging from the coavs
in these diggings. Of course tho ladies will made in the State.

“ Wood U p.”

pop in and “ look the property OA'cr,” imme- am^ 0X(' n there seen, we cannot avoid tho
diatcly, and “ not go empty aAvay.”
conclusion that the people of Cumberland
__________ _
_____
j County are bound to be second to no other in

D edication

of

the

N ew Chapel. Th

Dedication of the Universalist chapel in ^
village comei oft
off on Wednesday.
accorrlin„.„
Wednesday, according
programme published in last week’s ruL
The attendance was large, and the servij
interesting. A well attended ocnferencei
held in the evening, and a conference
ing and two preaching services were'held ■
Thursday. The church has bceh finishedaccordance Avith the description given is,
previous number. Rev. J. C. Snow pay!
deserved compliment to the architect *
builder, Mr. Holt, in behalf of the buihj,,
committee.
An elegant clock, presented by G. L f
Barton, o f Boston is fixed in front of ^
gallery. The Bible is the gift of
Til Ison o f tho same city.— [Oxford Detoocrj-

T h U who send us marriage notices or raising stock nor in any other branch of
notices of deaths, cannot be too particular in farming: The display o f horses was not so
spelling proper names. Often it is utteily ¡rrea(; a3 thut 0f other stock ; yet there Avere
impossible to decipher the nttmes we receive.
StaT e Prison A ffray. Baltimore, Oct«)
n>
w- „o
i some on exhibition quite valuable and which
AAn to-dav,
¿.-V,ln V a
n convict
«*■ «*4
- <in
n H
.a . •
— m ath limes.
i
1
Att noon,
tho
The same hero- -not only should names bo j Pre8ented (luitü ft fiuo m ^ n c e . The ad- Penitentiary refused compliance to thee
Avritten plainly, but every word of a com- dress by John Neal, Esq. of Portland, could Deputy Warden, ^rho, whilst enforcing h
m unicat kra.
not claim much merit either as a literary command, was seized by the convict aj
---------------- --------------------j production or for the valuable hints it con- stabbed twice in tho neck. Immediate;,
Gregory Barrett, another officer, fired ti
Bro. True,— you cannot feel more “ strange- j tai Led for farmers. On Thursday was the shots at the prisoner, inflicting a woundir
ly elated at the idea o f having an office than drawing o f oxen and the plowing match, which he died almost instantly. It is thou»;
avc do, even at tho faint prospect of having a and also the exhibition of articles in the that the l)ep. Warden w ill die of hi« womi
A later despatch says that tho convict i
good pair of trouscrloons.
i toAvn Hall. The plowing and drawing Avere
not dead, as was at first reported, and fit
-------- —
----------------- highly satisfactory. At an éarly hour tho
the Warden’s injuries arc not fatal.
The R ight Word in the Right P lace ; A 1hall was crowded almost to suffocation.—
New Pocket Dictionary and Reference Book; ifcrc Wcre to be seen all the products o f agJudge Stump, o f tho Baltimore City Coar.
Lmbracing Extensive Collections of b y n o -! . . .
, \
. ,
nyms, Technical Terms, Abréviations, and n c ‘,Uure and horticulture, butter and cheese, has sent a woman to jail for ono y «t,
her
husband for a year and ono monl®*
Proof-Reading ; and other Interesting and and all sorts of implements. The articles
Valuable Information. By the author of manufactured by the ladies added not a lit- cause the woman was excessively cruel
“ How to \Yrite,” “ H oay to Talk,” etc.— tie to tho interest of tho' exhibition. They child of her husband by a former wife. |
Judge inflicted the heavier punishment!
Price 50 cents.
had everything from bread aud butter to the the husband because, he said, he had no]j
This volume contains tho essence o f three
most finely Avrodght lace and hair work, and ness to marry the woman anyhow: and]
or four heavy works condensed iuto a size and
they tpo were there themselvesl
The hall ing married her, shouud have put a stop
her proceedings, llis honor declared it*,
form adapting it to the Desk or the Pocket,
was so crowded and the sphere o f Avomen is prehensible practice o f parties Avith child*
and afforded at a price which brings it with,
so extended that it was quite difficult to get marrying aud thus breeding discord in t
in the reach of all. We hazard nothing inabout. The hall continued open on Friday. own families ; it was a proper subject,;
pronouncing in almost indispensable to the
thought for legislation.
Taken as a whole it is believed tho Fair
Avriter and speaker. In short,this work should
Avas highly satisfactory to all concerned and
be a universal pocket and desk companion.
Why don’t some one start Tom THrm»
it is hoped that it will be permanently lo„ ,
candidate for the Presidem-v
lie h ,
Sent by mail, to any address, on receipt of
cated at Gorham as the good people of that , military title which would help him *]<*
the price, by F owler and Wells, 303 Broad
toAvn desire.
is rcputed^rich, owns a fast nag and k
way, N. York.
bachelor. The last named fact would *
T all P reaching. We make a few extracts him the vote o f mothers having marruaJ
daughters, his fast horse would attach i
For the Reporter.
1 from a sermon preached by Ileber C. Kim jockeys to his interest, money alwaysf:
“SECOND SIGHT.” ------- dy lkaii lee. - - ball at the Mormon Taberuaclo on the 21tli his military title would take with the Fir
Dear reader, are you gifted with “ second o f Septemberwhile his stature would make him aa,
mirable small men’s candidate. •Surely,fc
sigh t?” Please always bear in mind, dear
“ I sometimes lay on m ybeadin the very
elements combined would secure his eled|
reader, that Avhen I use these mystical, bug- 1greatest of sorrow, considering what is iu
[Bath Times.
bear phrases, I Avish them to be understood store for this people. 1 tell you that you
may look for a famine immediately. 1 have
literaly and not superstitiously. If, like
talked about this to you time and again,but
Honor to Ethan A llen. Gen. Kellog
David Copperfield, you wero “ born witli a y 0U don’t believe it.
Brigham Young has Brattleboro’ .has introduced into thcYfrw
caul,” you will have this wonderful faculty ! talked to you till he is ashamed to say any- Legislature a bill providing for an t®
and can Avith as much facility discern "things ^ in g more about the matter. Let your fine statue of Ethan Allen, to l>e placed ia I
ries go down to hell where they belong, and public grounds in front of the capital.
that Avere, but are not,” as those that “ are,
they Avho wear them are going to hell sooner the bill pass, the work will be entrusted:
but were not.”
or later. Are you women any better than Mead, a young Vermont artist, who ha
Now if you chance to be one of those fav me ? Who are you who can’ t wear a good pair hibited extraordinary talent as a
ored mortals above referred to, you arc gift- o f ca lf skin shoes ? I wore a pair o f calf and whose noble plaster model ini
s*'in
when 1 came to these valleys.— has attracted warm and deserved)
cd with “ second sight, though the fact of p)0 without your fine bonnets and ribbons as have also his very fine east for a
your having becu “ born Avith a caul,” or of ' and shoes. Don’t coax your husbands to sell the venerable patriot, F. C. L5radley, anda
your having becu born at all, may with rc- i the last bushel o f graiu to feed them ou who smaller Avorks in his studio.
ligious modesty have been studiously kept |^ant to cut your throats, and wheu we shall
b
J
.
.
I soon be plunged into a iamnie. Have 1 or
A single government arsenal
from your knoArledge till revealed by time j Brigham Young sold our wheat ? No, not a
Britain covers 2G0 acres ofland.andii
and curiosity, ami though that precious nr- Igrain, and I assure you i f Brigham should
ed into the gun. carriage and labor
tide which, in the case o f David Cipperfield, i ^ offered $10 per bushel for his wheat to- part men ts employing at times 12,000p
‘ .
,
...
. ,, ..
morrow, he would not sel 1 a peek o f it. The During the late war It),500 shell*!
was “ bought with a p r.ee’ from Ins guar- ■lirinyi with
it9 Stow ers,the who,e nmounand passed out o f tiie ta!>a.*«.vori. A
ulan, may iu yours have been feloniously 1 ting to about 6000, must bo fed. Let them
building is now being erected with i
smuggled away to save some deserving p e r -' bring their Hour from the States. You have and other conveniences expressly for this
son from droAvuing, thereby reserving them 110 w^ca^ i° s Parc>especially to them who utacturiug of the Armstrong gun.
want to kill you. Wc w ill let them stay
to the fate they merit, yet be assured * c here as long as they behave themselves, but
gift it brings is untransferable.
I they must understand that the United States
It is stated that a contract for the «
Some may take a repetition of glances at government and all hell combined can't pletion o f the carriage road to the tup
an object, for “ second sight,” but they arc |^ vo us from. ‘ he toP8uof, those mountains, Mount Washington, has l*en made betw
,
.
.
1 know you w ill say, “ Hold on, Mr. K im b a ll; Mr. David lfingree o f Salem, Mass., atd 1
greatly mistaken. There is as muck d*f- |you hilli bcttcr hold J0ur ton gu c» Well, 1 Joseph Hall who has kept the Tip-TopBi
ferencc between looking and seeing, as be- w ill— when I please.”
for several seasons. The lower four »
of the road is to be in complete or lor bj t
tween tasting and eating.
20th c f June I860, and the upper half»
Many persons Avith tho fu ll compliment
B abies. It strikes us that more fibs are
be finished by the 20th of June 1861. ■
of healthy, visual organs, who pride themabout babies than about any thing else
iu ike world. Wc all say they are sweet,
selves ou their keensightedness, fail to sec
Words, at the touch of the poet, t a
yet everybody that ean smell kuows thoy_are
in this plain, every-day world of ours, the sour. We all say they are lovely, yet nine into poems.
beauty and harmony that exists in its var babies out o f teu have no more pretensions
Why is the Mediterranean tho «lirtat
ied ramifications, to say nothing of that to beauty than a pug dog. We praise their seas ?—Because it is the least tide-y, ■
expressive eyes, yet all babies squint. We
higher and better existence that hovers with call them doves, yet one of them makes more
Isn’t it strange that our blacksmith! t
in its reach.
noise then a colony o f screcoh-owls. We vow always blowing aud sinking for wages I,
Somebody has very prettily said, “ A thing they are no trouble, yet they have to be tend
Is it parad-or-ical to say that a persJ
_ , _____, . . «
of beauty is a jo y forcA-er,” (I wish somebody ed day and night. We insist that they repay |
us for all .our anxiety, though they take every |
i
else would do the world the favor to put the opportunity o f scratching our faces or poking
Let friendship creep gently to a Wipi
same sentiment in other words, these are their fingers iu our eyes. Iu short, we make it rush to it, it may soon run itself ««
it our business to tell the most palpable false-; breath.
getting so hackneyed.)
hoods about them every hour o f tho day.—
T,
,
.
. .
Whoever said it, however, had the gift o f Yet, strange to say, wedlock seems a void'
if Jou
buying a carpet wc
“ second sight.”
without them ; and those who have them,even choose sma11
A glass eye is about as good as any for a Avhilo telling these self-evideut untruths, look ! When the curious or impertine
person who retains nothing of the joy re just as if they expected people to believe pick the lock of the heart, put the I
serve on the inside.
ceived into the mind through the medium of lhcm !

the senses, I make some pretensions to this
gift of “second sight,” though probably I do
not possess it in so eminent a degree as many
ppople. I can recollect when I Avas a child
of seeing a representation of the Savior, that
still remains in my memory, the most magni
Dr. Holmes in his last talk in the “ Atlan ficent painting I havo OA’er seen, though per
tic,” says :— “ The sound of a kiss is not so haps could I see it now I should pronounce
loud as a cannon, but its echo lasts a deal a “daub,” and therefore hope my mortal
longer.” Very true— aud kisscss, he might eyes may ncA-er again rest upon it, but even
have added, have killed, and taken captive at this late day, I doubt if my heart docs
more people than cannon ever did. NotAvith- not owe as much to that picture os to read
standing the discructive poAvcr of kisses, avc ing of the scriptures, for the deep reverence
had much rather face a battery o f lips than it has ever entertained for the character of
of cannon.
Jesus Christ, for in my mind I cannot sepa
rate the merciful, compasionatc, loving Mes
Cold W e a th e r . We have had some very siah from that graceful mein, the grave yet
cold weather this week, ayIYoK begets a little serene benignity of that heavenly face and
anxiety with respect to the coming winter | the halos of glory that sovroun le 1 the beauWe shall need to line our interior thickly tiful head.

--------- --------r l

From M exico. The Now York Picayune
of Tuesday says a number o f private letters
from Vera Cruz allude to a threatened expedition against that City, Alvarado and
other places on the G ulf coast, but nono o f
the writers appear to entertain any fear
thereof, and this not from any protection the
constitutional government would be able to
afford-them, but from the well known jealousics among tlm party. The argument appears to be that even in case Miramon really
contemplated such an expedition, be would
not dare to set out on it, lest during his adsence Marquez should seize the reins o f goveminent.

He that prolongs his meals, and W*
his time, as well as his other coovenio#
his luxury, how quickly does he outsL
pleasure.
,■
Among individuals, the most ceruB
1° make a man your enemy, is tw w
.you
him much. So with pubue i
ies;
An architect proposes to build a
Han »
wiU differ fww
k*S
having no Eves.
’ v ilH
’Ihe following toast was reo
“ The ladies— may we kiss all th« Pr (
! please, and please all the girls we kus.

Sorrow conies soon enough without dssf*
T he A eduction Cask in Maine.
We re lency ; it does a man no good to carryssported yesterday that Rev. Mr. Cilley. Uni- a lightning rod to attract trouble,
versalist clergyman, had abducted a young
Some men are indolent by
daughter of Rev. Mr. Withcrwell o f Dexter.
marrow works out of their bones in X*
j It appears that tho g ir l’s mother Avas dead, Give them a streak of sunshine and
and she was a niece o f Mr. Cilley, was given
I to him at tho death of her mother, and had barrel, and they will fall asleep at mw*
1ived with him, as his adopted daughter, till
A Busy u u»y. One Avho generali) kw
Avitli beef steak, aud rap our exterior with i lo be sure, tins is not the “ second sight” , recently, when the father had claimed her. business in this world beyond
one of neighbor Gibbs’ nice blankets. Thus ; o f Scotch legends, but no matter for that. I Since then Mr. Cilley has constantly en business to neglect his own business,
deavored to recover her, and finally resorted to attend to the business of others, p®
protected, wo can snap our thumb and linger ' enjoy these “ backward glances” far better ,
to this means. When last heard o f lie was
‘ Here's Webster on a bridge,”
at the most frigid woatlier.
than peering into the future, wool-gathering on the way to Chicago. It was not appre
j for tilings I shall not recognize Avhen they j bended that the child would be less cared I’lirtingi.m. ns she handed to I k e » *
1 uro- bridged dictionary. “Study
------v it
- coni«
. a CW.V Captain Fitzgerald, of Nantucket, make their actual appearance. No, rather ! for by Mr. Cilley than the father, and pro- ~--e>--------------- y
j bably the question o f right w ill bo settled in and J ou Wl11 8am a Kreat deal 01
Avho had a big seedling pumpkin stolen from let me dwell upon and enjoy, over and over the court.— [Newburyport Herald.
1 tion.”
his door step, asks it as a favor, through the again the ploasant secuos and memories o f
_________ . ______________
T. •
•
c
_
| It is a common saying of mow
Mirror, that the thief will leave sonio o f the the past, nor fear of gathering too much
The S hoe B usiness. The Lynn Reporter, the lower orders o f animals have notW[
seeds iii a place where he can get them.*— light to shed upon this “ second sight.”
in an article upon the shoe business,says :
o f mau, yet it is certain that some)
Tho request is reasonable, and avo hope the
One thing avc think is pretty certain. The f,ccts !in‘ b a c k b iters, ami all of the
Elopement. It is seldom that we get an approaching winter, is to bo a comparatively eda tale-bearers.
Captain w ill be gratified.
opportunity o f serving up a “ sensation loca l” , dull one, and it behooves on r journeymen to
pjayy ¡ncroasc8 ¡n pxnct prorotti#1 '
1
X
I
I
Wl* arc
It I'A creditably
/*1
«i*/1i f •*1.1*» informed
«nAxMnt n.1that
tini I an
nn elope„1 I economise
ItWvltl Ìüf* ItSxtK
lini K limn
>«..1 miviiAi»
•>..! >faine •*the
. uian thaVmakVs acharMtt'r,:
fa
both ttheir
time <
and
money, <and
The light which most of our people saAV butt wo
ment
has
actually
occurred
within
the
conj
lay
by
Avhat
they
can
against
a
rainy
day.onciin’o«
A
'«niui
ralh *
Monday night, Avas occasioned by the burn
enemies. A radiant geni
fines of our town. As the story runs, a dash-1 Then, if times arc dull, and work is slack,• swarms o f peevish, bitting. •tinging
ing of a Sawmill, and keg factory near the
ng widower had won tlm attections of a br.l- they can wait cheerfully till better times come j ust „ thq sunshine awakes
head of the Canal, in Windham. Considera liaut Gel to ot Rocky Neck,who unfortunately round ; for they certainly avin come bringing
had an cuaumbranoe in the shape o f a bus-1 itn improved state o f things, a better market
ble property Avas consumed.
band. H oav long they have been indulging a grater demand, and brighter days to all.
A little girl, nine years ol<L b»vi'S Î
in their unhallowed attachment deponent I Industry, frugality, and perseverance Avill cd a soiree, being asked by hW
Thanksgiving comes on tho 24-th of next
1 are add- turning, how she enjoyed her#flf>®nJ|*(
saveth not, but it reached the culmination I|accomplish wonders
wanders ; and if these to
month. We shall be prepared for the jolly ! thu present week, and on Monday they “ miz cd a fair degree o f patience, they w ill ulti- “ latti full <>f 1:hj■)du>' ; I «-oiiMnt
event.
happier unies:; 1 could grow.”
mat'd v secure their reward.
ilud" by rail. [Gloucester Advertiser.
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Large Stock of New BO OKS, S T A T IO N E R Y , &c.

A CARD.
Xhe subscribers tender their sincere thanks
Would call the attention of purchasers to
w¿e citizens of this village for saving their
T H E I R L A lU X E
-roperty from fire On Sunday morning last.
AND 4VELL SELECTED STOCK OF
CROSS, SENTER & JORDAN.
Bridgton, Oct. 25, 1859.

A. & R. H. DAVIS

Fall and Wi nt er

TO

d y s p e p t ic s .

lal all who suffer the tortures which this
.¡¡¿ease inflict in one form or another of its
„aav phrases, cure yourselves permanentl y
jndspeedily by using

S. H . H A Y D E N ,

O

O

D

S

W

i

E

BOOTS, SH O ES,

GROCERIES

merly of this town, aged 31 years. Her re
mains were buried from the dwelling house
of B. Walker, Esq., in this village.
In Denmark, 19th inst. Mrs. Elvira Martin,
aged 73 years.
Ju Poy Sippi, Wis., 9th inst. Mrs Oiinda
Barker, aged 68 years.
The above deceased ladies were natives of
this town, being daughters of Dea. Thomas
Simons, one of the first settlers’of Bridgton.

s

!

S S 3 S S , © 3AS23233& 3
F

Paints, Oils, Varnishes, and
H a r d L - 'W

S

5

Wool De Laines,

F U R N IT U R E ,
MATTRESSES,
Table Cutlery, Brittania and Plated Ware,
and a general assortment of

. 4 $ ® ’» 3 $

se
e a

m
m
*3=1

c

a

H

Also— A large assortment of
T

S

,
C
----- AND-----

A

GO

P

—ALSO—

DRUGS, PATENT

MEDICINES,

Pure Wines and Liquors for Sacrerncntal
Medicinal and Mechanical purposes only.
Bridgton Center, Nov. 12,1858.
1

S A T 1N E T T S , $c.

A

JGWell y, anti Cutlery,

Merinoes, Plaids, and

. C A S S IM E R E S ,

H

© flsD & S »

HAIR D IE , AND PERFUMERY.

D O ESK IN S,

m

S

H

ERRICK'S SUGAR COA.TF.D PILLS

AND KID STRENGTHENING PLAS
TERS.—These unsurpassed remedies have,
by the common consent of mankind, been pla
J. F. & J . D. WOODBURY, ced at the head of all similar preparations.—
Herrick’s Vegetable Pills, in universal good
Mantfacturers of
ness, safety and certainty in the enre ol the
various diseases of man, excel all others, and
their sale unquestionably is treble that of all
other kinds. In full doses they are active Ca
thartic, in smaller doses Tonic, and cleans
-J O B B IN G
ing in all Bilious Complaints, $ick Head
attended to with promptness and dispatch ache, Liver Diseases, Kidney Derangements,
Stomach Disorders,and Skin Affections, tbev
OS’" Please give us a call,
cure as if by magic. These Pills are purely
Shop next door to Adams & Walker’s Store. vegetable, can be taken at any time by old or
young,
without change in employment or
B R ID G T O N CENTER.
1
diet. Drieraery is a good medicine when pro
perly used, bnt when compound in a .Pill for
H. PACK ARD,
universal use it destroys, instead of benefiting
the patient. Herrick’s Sugar Coated Pills
NO. Cl EXCHANGE STREET,
have never been knownioproduce, aore mouth
PORTLAND, ME..
and aching joints, as have some others.—
Therefore, persons in want of a family Pill,
Offers for sale MIJELLANEOUS and
pleasant to take, certaiu to cure, and used by
millions, will certainly look lor no other.—
These Pills are covered with a coating of
pure white sugar, no taste of medicine about
them, but are as easily taken as bits of con
—ALSO—
fectionary. FAMILY BOXES, 25 CENTS,
SABBATH SCHOOL LIBRARIES 5 BOXES, SI.

F1SIT1E, BEDSTEADS. &
G.

School

ly
Every way suitable for the season. Such as

Books,

AND QUESTION BOOKS.

44

Herrick's K id Strengthening P laster.

These renowned Plasters cure pains, weak
ness and distress in the back, sides & breast,
C O M M I S S I O N M E R C H A X T S in five hours. Indeed, so certain are they to
Brown & Bleached Cottons,
do this, that the Proprietor warrants them.
—And Dealers in—
Spread from resins, balsams and gums, ou
We, too, have just received a new stock of
of every kind. Best quality of
beautiful Kid leather, renders them peculiar
W E S T IN D IA GOODS,
ly adapted to the wants of Females and oth
CROCKERY & GL\£S WARE !
ers. Each plaster will wear from one to four
L A D IE S K I D G L O V E S, G R O C E R I E S & P R O V I S I O N S , months,
arid in rheumatic complaints,sprains
A ll of which arc FRESH, and direct from
and bruises, frequently effect cures, while ali
C o m m e r c ia l W h a r f,
other remedies failed. Full directions will
market, and which we shall sell at
PORTLAND, ME.
be found on the back of each. Public speak ■
HUT Extremely lour ‘prices.
ers, vocalists, ministers of the Gospel and
Cm36
0 E. Shaw.
In a word, every conceivable article used in A. Shaw,
others, will strengthen their lungs and im
making up
prove their voices bv weaving them on the
E• T. ST U A R T ,
breast, PRICE 18 3-4 CENTS.

S H A W BR O TH ER S;

Skeleton Skirts*

GROCERIES

LADIES APPAREL,

of all kinds constantly on haad.

DiXEY STONE,

CA LF

tf50

SPECIAL NOTICE TO LADIES.

E L Y

F a ll a n d W in t e r M illin e r y
and
DliESS TRIMMINGS !

which they are positively selling very low
Ladies give ns a Call. ^£f]

BONNETS BLEACHED AND PRESSED.
Rooms under Temperance Hall,
BRIDGTON CENTER.

A

tf

CROCKERY,

M AINE EIRE AND MARINE
IN SU R A N C E CO.
BERWICK,

INCORPORATED

BOOTS !

R

Family Groceries,

P I S C A T A Q U A

SOUTH

Catarrh S n v ff

Ready-Made Clothing,

DRESSMAKING.

49

D r . Castle's Magnolia

Has obtained an enviable reputation in tho
ESPECTFULLY calls the attention of cure of Catarrh, Loss of Voice. Deafness, 4Va
tery and Jnflammed Eyes, and those disa
the public to bis choice stock of
greeable noises, resembling the whizzing of
Broadcloths, Cassimeres, Fancy steam, distant waterfalls, etc., purely vege
tables comes with full directions, & delights
Doeskins, and Vestings,
all that use i t ; as a sneezing snuff it cannot
CHILDREN’S BOOTS AND SH0E3
which he is prepared to manufacture in a he equalled. BOXES 25 CENTS.
—AND WITH—
HARYEL’S CONDITION POWDERS,
style and manner calculated to compare fa
vorably with the best. Also ou hand a choice
These old established Powders, so well
assortment of
known at the Long Island Race Course, N.
Y.,
and sold in immense quantities through
F U R N IS H IN G
GOODS.
the Middle and Eastern States for the past
Customers wishing a good article of Cloth seven years,continue to excel all other kinds;
ing made to fit in the newest and best style, in diseases of Horses and Cattle their excel
• useless,
i
.
will
this place a desirable one to leave lence is acknowledged everywhere. They
In the tip ofr efashion. Tt
It is
pernaps,
ttie|rfind
or(]ers
contain nothing injurious, the animal can
worked while feeding them; ample direc
to make a minute specification of what can
tions go with each package, and good horse
R
E
A
D
Y
M
A
D
E
C
LO
TH
IN
G
men
are invited to test their virtues and
be bad at my Store. I shall keep on hand j
judge of their goodness.
A’ so for sale at STUART’S.
the best of
LARGE PACKAGE, 25 CENT8 .
Terms, Positively Cash.
C ^The above articles are sold by 27.000
Bridgton Center
1
agents throughout the United States Cana
C xR O C E P JE S ,
das and South America, at wholesale by all
B U 'B E N B A L L
large Druggists in the principal cities.
m&Gjli MQj GRiEjEiNl TEX
\ HKEPS
constantly on hand for sale a good
HERRICK & 15RO.,
Y assortment of
Practical Chemists Albany, N. Y.
FLOUR AND FISH,
Sold in Bridgton bv S. M. Hayden.
Iy4‘2
Gentleman oan be accommodated with the
best of

SON,

Bridgton, Oct. 20, 1859.

L. E. G R I S W O L D

Stock of ©ooiis,

!

BEAVERS,

I T AVING taken a New Store on the Hill O F
L X and having made additions to her

China, Crockery and Glass Ware,

S

and the best Winter English

R R O AD C LO TH S,

K erosene L am ps,

MRS.

D

consisting of all Wool D& Laines,

Plaids, Cotton and Wool De Laines,
Plain and Figured; Long & Square
Shawls, Balmoral and Hoop
Skirts, Flannels, Gloves, and
Hosiery, &c.- &e.

T

PARLOR, CHAMBER AND COMMON

O

The best assortment of Goods,

Persian Twills,

M IL L IN

Millinery Establishment.

O

Thibet, L}Toneses, Alpaccas, all

—and—

late of Harrison, in the County of Cumber
land. deceased, by giving bond as the law We are prepared to offer
directs; he therefore requests all persons
who are indebted to the said deceased's es
O P H a C© O T 0 3 .
tate to make immediate paym ent; and these
who have any demands thereon, to exhibit to the public in quality and price to suit.
the same for settlement to
CASH AND PRODUCE
GEORGE W. BARROWS.
Harrison. Oct. 18, 1859.
51
taken as usual in exchange for Goods.
51 tf
A. & R. H. DAVIS.
SA M U E L A D L A M , J R .,

G

—consisting of—

C E O C K E E Y
a

L

_____

" W

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.
HE subscriber hereby gives public notice C h im n e y S h a d e s, V /ie k s , &c.
D. E. & M. E. B A R K E R ,
to all concerned, that" he has been duly
Have, and are constantly receiving a NEW
Also, KEROSENE OIL.
appointed and taken upon himself the trust
of Administrator of the estate of
supply of
Iron, Steel, Grindstones and Fixtures.
POLLY DIKE,

Dealer in every description of

I L

AND ASSORTED STOCK OF FALL AND

IM iM lg iJ T it;

Id Wells, 22d inst. Miss Lydia Jordan, for

i

DIXEY STONE & SON,
3ST

The ‘Weekly Novellette” of Sept. IS, says:
Dyspepsia is one of the of the prevailing dis- L a d i e s D r e s s G o o d s
■jses of our country. This is owing both
•a climate and the almost universal habit of
FOR THE SEASON.
eating our meals too rapidly to admit of proper digestion. Bnt in spite o f these adverse
•Consisting
in part of-------■ircnmstances, this disease, even when it has
become chronic, disappears rapidly by the |m
. t
.
Alpaccas, De
-¡e of the Oxygenated Bitters, which have -LI1IOOI,
UllCSC
beenfound to prove an infallible remedy.
Laines, Cotton and all Wool
From the publisher of a widely circulated
ifasazine. Boston, July 1, 1858. Messrs. S.
Plaids, Cotton and all Wool
if Fowle & Go., I have taken three bottles
0f the Oxygenated Bitters, and have derived
Ladies’ and Childrens’
.Teat benefit from their use. I have been
jnnch troubled with Dyspepsia for several
rears, and found nothing that afforded me
m
any relief until 1 used the Bitters. I most
cheerfully recommend them to all who are
afflicted With this troublesome and stubborn
Gents Mufflers, Leavers,
complaint.
JAMES ROBINSON, of the
“Student and Schoolmate.1'
From Gen. A C, Dodge, our Minister to
Spain. Washington, D. C. May 18. Dr. Geo.
B. Green.—Dear Sir -.—The Oxygenated Bit
ters with which yon were so kind as to fur Plain and Pancy Doeskins,
nish me, have had a most salutary effect in
¿y case. I was troubled witn Dyspepsia for
Cassimeres,
■four years, during which time I tried many
remedies, but never met with any so good as
Satinetts,
your Bitters. I am now in the enjoyment of
good health; and I hope, and believe, that
all who use the Oxygenated Bitters, will find
them as serviceable as I have found them.
GLOVES AND H O S IE R Y ,
With high respect, your obt, servant,
A. C. DODGE.
Prepared hv Seth W Fowls & Co., Bos
ton. and for sale by S. dr. Hayden, Bridgton ;
.J. D. Freeman, No. Rridgton; E. R. Staples,
So Bridgton ; F. S. Chandler, Bethel; C. &
0 H. Mason, Bethel H ill; Silas Blake, Har
rison ; J- Hanson So. Windham; George
if. Davis, Windham H ill; and by dealers OF ALL KINDSeverywhere
4w34

DEATHS

n

JUST RECEIVED BY

!

Comprising all the varieties of

THE OXYGENATED BITTERS.

A N D D IE .

Keeps constantly on hand for sale,

We have in store, and now offer for sale a
G

Take Them and Live.
NEGLECT TH EM

ME .

- - - - 1855.

GUARANTEE CASH CAPITAL........... $150,003.

W O O D E N

such as Teas, Coffee, Sugars, Molasses, Ap
A b W
ples, Potatoes; Blitter and Cheese,
—also—

I E Y " S

T

I B

i i r

W A R E ,

S O
<0 * S 3
of different kinds—in a word, most every
N AILS, A N D W IN D O W G LASS, thing for family consumption.
US’“ Farmers’ Produce taken in exchange
for Godd3.
Purchasers will find if for their interest to
call.
Bridgton Center, Nov. 12,1858.
1

Lamp Oils, Fluid A Camphene,

she is now prepared to furnish her customers
Hon. JOHN N. GOODWIN, President.
There is no necessity for
with any article that appertains to the
HOUSE F U R N IS H IN G G O O D S !
OBED P. MILLER, Vice Pres’t.
“ WAITING FOR THE WAGON.’ ’
SHIPLEY W. RICKER, Secy.
Those commencing Housekeeping can ob
as you can have one at my Stable, and
F . JL>. 1 1 A IM « O N ,
tain at this establishment a complete outfit such as the newest styles of
Leads, Varnish, Japan & Spirits,
of Rich, Medium, or Low Price Goods, suited
Dealer
in
all
sorts
of
“ ALL TAKE A RIDE,”
BONNETS, HATS, RIBBONS,
Hon John N.Goodwin, Abner Oakes,
totheir different wants without the trouble
M. Mun. Dean,
Shipley W. Ricker.
and loss of time usually attending a selec
DRESS TRIMMINGS, &c.
I
F
Y
O U W IS H , I M M E D I A T E L Y !
N
E
A
T
S
F
O
O
T
O
I
L
Obed P. Miller.
M. B. Pardee, M. D.,
tion of this kind ; and the subscriber is con
Granville C. Wallingford.
fident that, combining as he does the vari
TEA, COFFEE, MOLASSES, SUGAR. Those who wish to ride fast, are informed
ous departments of the House Furnishing
that I have a few Horses that can go their
Fire. Marine, and Inland-Cargo Risks taken
Easiness, he can offer goods at Prices that
M
E
A
T
S
MILE INSIDE OF THREE MINUTES,
at Equitable Rates.
cannot fail of proving satisfactory on exam Done at reasonable prices.
Bought and sold at all times on favorable
ination. These Goods are offered for sale in BONNETS BLEACHED AND PRESSED. HP” All Premiums are made specific when
For those who desire to go at a more moderate
terms.
DAY
&
M
AR
TIN
’S
BLACKING,
Chambers, and will be sold 10 to 15 per cent,
pace, I have Horses that can be
Policies are issued, and are to be pitF. D. Haxsoìì also keeps on hand for sale
Rooms nearly opposite L. Billings’ Store.
lower than goods are usually sold for on the
paid in money. No Assessments, will
a superior article of
G
E
R
M
A
N
C
O
L
O
G
N
E
!
T I M E D TO A N Y JO G .
Bridgton
Center,
Oct.
20,
1859.
t!5S
Lower Floor.
be made on the assured in event
U P
Q D ‘UST 0 2 q
/ o f loss.
My Horses and Carriages will be found iu
Chambers 138 <f* 110 Middle Street.
In
a
word,
everything
within
the
circle
erf
real
0 J X .£ X X 3 _ B T X 3 X T C 3 l- !
made from selected wheat, ground and put
Policies issued and farther information nay or imaginary wants of things purchasable.
6m
PORTLAND.
51
up at the Saccarappa Mills.
be obtained by application to our
English and American Carpetings
Cash paid for Hides, Calf and Wool Skins,
.
GEO. G. WIGHT,
.Bridgton Center,'-Oct. i0 ,1869.
andean be had for journeys, or for pleasureBridgton Center,
•
9
3m45
Agent at Bridgtoq.
G R A N T ’S
----- LATEST STYLES-----excursions at short notice, and at rea
sonable rates for cash. Now is the
In Velvets, Brussels, Three-Plys, Tapestry,
COFFEE AND SPiCE MILLS,
L am ps! L am ps!
time to ride, as the
L
I
.
O
W
ß
M
Ingrain,
Superfine
and
Stair
!
EROSENE
Lamps
of
all
sizes
and
quali
Original Establishment.
r J''IIE following is an exhibit of The stanflManufacturer of
GLORIES OF AUTUMN ARE AT HAND;
ties. and Kerosene Oil for the same, for
FIL®@1 ©OL EL-iTM S X ing of the Belknap County IL F. I. Co.
sale by L.BILLINGS.
47
•J. GKRANTT,
on the first day of October, 1^58.
all widths.
Wholesale Dealer in all kinds of
F
armers
’
.
C
lass
.—N
o
.
of
Policies
,2430
;
SADDXÆ HORSES
STRAW MATTINGS, RUGS, 3IATS, &C.
JOB PLAINING AND SAWING
Amount of property at risk, $1,727,361 00 ;
CO FF E E . S P I C E S , S A L E R A T U S Gold Bordered Window Shades and Fixtures, Premium notes in force, $77,932 46.
done
at
call.
Drapery Materials of Damasks and Mus
AND C R E A M T A R T E R ,
General Class.—No. of Policies 1270 ; A L L E Y & B IL L IN G S
B R ID G T O N CENTER.
1
lins,Feathers and Mattrasses, Bought
-N'cw Coffee and Spice Mills, No. 13 and 15
Amount of property at risk, $1,026,403 00 ; Have come to the conclusion to RETAIL
at Reduced Rates and will be
Union Street, PORTLAND, Me.
Premium notes in force, $119,283 24.
sold very Cheap for Cash,
L a d ie s’ B o o ts a n d S h oes,
F. A. BOYD,
Coffee and Spices put up for the trade, with
The Company is conducted on the most at their Manufactory in this Village, at the
EDWARD H. B URGIN',
any address, in all variety of Packages, and
economical principles, and is as sound and ! f0j 0Wjnrr nr?««
FAINTER, GLAZIER, PAPER -H A N G 
prices, ww-_
v iz :—
Warranted in every instance as represented. FREE STREET CARPET WARE HOUSE reliable as any Insurance Company iu New
ER, A N D GRAINER.
Lakes' Kid and Serge Congress Boots, $1,05
Pea-Nuts, and Coffee Roasted and Ground Chambers No. 1 and 2 Free Street Block,
England..
Laries’ “
“
“
• Heel, 1 to 1.25 Orders in his line o f business are respectful
SI
for the Trade, at short notice.
ly
Applications received by
ly solicited.
Over H. J. L ibby & Co.’s,
85
W. H. POWERS, Agent. ! Lacies’ Kid Peg Buskins,
All Goods entrusted nt the owner's risk.
1,00
Shop in the Post Office Building,
It is a well known fact that
1
PO R T LA N D . ME.
tf
Bridgton. July 15,1859.
9m36* i Lacies’ Goat Peg Boots,
Lades’ Slippers, from
50 to 1,00 Bridgton Cent 3r, March 10, 1859.
18
BOU RBON E L IX IR .
H O R S E - B A C K
R I D I N G
Childrens’ Boots, from
17 to 50
k
is one of the best things in the world for both
Misses’ Boots from
50 to 1,00
-'HE proprietor intradces'his Elixir to the
H
O
H
A
C
B
B
IL
L
IN
G
S
,
Y
T
J
lS
H
-to
call
public
attention
to
their
pulmonary and liver complaints. I have
. public with a positive knowledge that it
B*idgton, July 8, 1959.
tf35
Horses and .fixings tp match, adapted for
THE subscriber hereby gives \ V large stock of
will perform all that he claims for it. He
this
sanitary as well as pleasurable exercise,
notice that he continues to
did not originate it for the sake of having
M
A H
B I jE ,
with which to accommodate those who would
manufacture Boots & Shoes
something to sell, but to cure himself of Dys
such
as
Monuments,
Tablets,
and
Grave
!
—AND
DEALER
IN—
of every description, at his
pepsia, and Sore Throat, of years stand’ ng.—
j -Witch the world with noble horsemanship.”
old stand at North Bridgton, Stones-also Soap Stone, and Chimney Pieces
He succeeded completely in doing so, and,
H I D E S , L E A T H E R A ND OIL,
PLEASURE PARTIES
now, after having established its remarkable where may be foynd a general assortment of aud ali other work in the Marbie line. They ;
No. 56 Elm, and 13 and 20 Friend-Streets. I Furnished with Double Teams, arid carefu’
also offer to furnish to the ‘ -Trade” all kinds |
curative power beyond a doubt, by its use in
of
Marble
at
reasonable
rates
as
can
be
pur
B
Y
E
.
O
R
A
M
,
B
O
S
T
O
N
,
! a great variety ot other cases, with equal suc
; Drivers.
chased elsewhere, as they keep constantly on
He also has the right, and manufactures
cess, he offers it to the public for the relief of
O RNER MIDDLE AND LIME STS.,
j STABLE N E A R TEE P O S T O FF IC E '
hand a large stock.
the suffering.
MITCH EL’S PATENT
BU RN H AM BROTH ERS,
BRIDGTON CENTER.
All persons who wish to purchase any of
(Opposite the Post Office,)
Try it ye gloomy and desponding, there
above aiticles will do well to give us a
Health and happiness in store for you yet.
M e ta lic T ip B o o ts a n d S h oes, the
1,-44
PORTLAND,
ME.
call.
D A G U E R R E O T Y P E , j August 1$. 1859. R. A. CLEAVES.
IT CURES D YSPEPSIA;
tf40
for the towns of Bridgton, Harrison. Naples
DAGUERREOTYPE LIKENESSES.
Waterford, Sweden, Lovell and .Fryetwrg
IT CURES CONSUMPTION;
A m b r o t y p e -a n d P h otog ra p h
We have the exclusive right to seli A ilj
G . II. BU D W N ,
and will be tappy to f urnish those in want of mot's Improved Patent ior inserting or at
IT CURES SORE THROAT ;
A. BENTON would an
anything in his line.
B O O M S ,
taching Daguerreotype Likenesses to Monu
IT CURES A SLUGGISH LIVER ;
nounce to his former customi Manufacturer, wholesale and retail dealer in
Orders filled with as much dispatch asjhe ments and Grave Stones.
96 Middle Street,-----PORTLAND.
ers and the citizens of BridgHstrengthens and regenerates the Enfeebled nature of the business will admit.
They also furnish IRON FENCES.
ton generally, that he has J. U. P. Burnham,
System ; And there is no medicine known that
JAMES WEBB.
42
T. R. Burnham.
N. B. Ii. K. Hunt, senior member of the
j
- f t ? recommenced making CUS
No. Bridgton. Nov. 10, 1858.
biases the food to do so much good, that adds
f firm, will be iu the several towns of this vi TODI WORK, and is now ready to attend to
‘»muchbealty nutrition to the Blood and
cinity as often as once in 2 or three months, all orders in the line of
of all descriptions.
, ;ital Forces of the system as the Bourbon
ana receive orders for work at prices that
Elixir.
BOOT AND SHOEMAKING,
defy competition
LOOKING GLASSES, MATTRESSES,For sale in Bridgton hv S. M. Hayden.
C. BURNHAM would inform the people
.ill orders sent by mail will be promptly foreither men, women or children.
FRUIT, C I G A R S , TOBACCO j PICTURE FRAMES, FEATHERS,
Prepared aud sold by W. A. Sleeper, Nash• of Bridgton and vicinity that he 5>rpre-attended to.
Work respectfully solicited. ^£T|
"a,N.H.
51 ly.
pared to do at his Shop all varieties of blackIridgtou Center, Sept 2, 1859.
3m43
Corner o f Congress arul Brown Street,
C H A M B E R SETTS.
Boston Co. Card M atches,
e r o s e n e o i l , Lamps. Wicks, aud smithing. He will give especial attention to
44
PORTLAND, ME
6m
D IBBER & WIIITTMORE,
E
xtension,
Center and Card Tables.
Chimneys, for sale by
PURE
REFINED
H
o r s e
S H o e i n g ,
HAVE YDl’ GOT A BAD COUGH ?
50
Wholesale Dealers in
DIXEY STONE ft SON.
' BEDSTEADS, of the latest and most im
SO,
j'on
had
better
buy
a
Box
of
C a rria g e a n d S le ig h Iro n in g -.! TF
proved style, with Spring Bottoms.
• hoods e x c e l c io r l in e m e x t , ”
BROWN’S BRONCHIAL TROCHES, for
they will give yon instant relief. For sale at
ALSO, READY-MADE COFFINS.
A SIRE cure for ali ‘ ^Rheumatic Com- M A CM IJV E F 0 il K 1 X (* T |they
<Jre , &c , on the most favorable terms at j
[7]
HAYDENS.
------AND .Tfr----■CXplaints,” for sale at HAYDEN^S.
50
General and F an cy Groceries, 195 FEDERAL ST., 5 DOORS ABOVE! PICTURE FRAMES MADE TO ORDER.
TOWN AND SCHOOL REPORTS,
A lot OF CLAPBOARDS for sale by
LOOKING - GLASSES R EPAIRED .
Fruits, &c., &c.,
ELM HOUSE, PORTLAND.
¿V DIXEY STONE & SOX.
50
RINTED on new and beautiful type, and
NORTH BRIDGTON, ME. ' M b
32
B. PEARSON.
-Yo. 176 Fore, foot o f Exchange Street(
generally. All work in his line promptly atpromptly delivered to order, at* as low\ NEW Lot of Boots, Shoes and Rubbers tended to.
rates as will affor' a living profit.
W. A. Bibber, ) <('
r Pork
PORTLAND ME ( CONGRESS ¡ I i . l L GATTETS ! Cheap P ORK. New England paci
for sale by DIXEY STONE & SON. 50
Bridgton Center, Nov.12, 1S-5S
OKTEAND,
B T LLIN C S.
5
<
5 H. NOYF '
-'hittemore, 1 »
29

:p L ila , V.il'J <S

Millinery Business,

@ % § f I l i i f ®

Millinery Work

BO YS’

GUNS.

fr&agas

l ire ! Fire!! Fire !!!

K

Ladies—Attention !

I

IlliNT

BOOTS & SHOES.

w
m
sss,
s

Doors, 5asl) £ Bliiiòs.

JEWETT

Commission iOerdjant,

BOOTS SHOES AND RIB BEKS.

Custom Work.

V W U U W S8&

BLACKSMITHING!

S'

V

K

icas, lU. 3. @oo5s,

STEEL W O R K ,

P

SPR U CE GUM,

wtsssecifisaæâciæ

SELECTED MISCELLANY.
INDIAN SUMMER.
There is a time, just when the frost
Prepares to pave old Winter’s way.
When Autumn in a reverie lost,
The mellow daytime dreams aw ay,
When Summer comes, in musing mind,
To gaze once more on hill and del).
To mark how many sheaves they bind,
And see if all are ripened well.
With balmy breath she whispers low,
The dying flowers look up and give
Their sweetest incense ere they go,
For her who made their beauties live.
She enters ’neath the woodlands’ shade,
ITer zepliers lit the lingering leaf,
And bear it gently where are laid
The loved and lost ones of its grief.
At last old Autumn, rising, takes
Again his sceptre and his throne.
With boisterous hand the tree he shakes.
Intent on gathering all his own,
Sweet Summer sighing, flies the plain,
And waiting Winter, gaunt and grim
Sees miser Autumn hoard his grain
Aud smiles to think it’s all ol' him.

TIIK FALSE MAID.
She is born of noble stem,
Fairer than the fairest gem
Which upon her robe doth shine,
Graceful, beautiful, divine.
What avails it all to me ?
She is as false as false can be.
Neck of alabaster, lips
Crimson roses to eclipse,
Chin of marble’s smoothest glow,
Shoulders piled of purest snow.
What avails it all to me ?
She is as false as false can be.
Fair when distant, fair when near,
Fair her smile, and fair her tear;
Fair when bending, fair erect—
Unadorned, or gem-bedecked.
What avails it all to me ?
She is as false as fal§e can be.

PORTLAND ADVERTISEMENTS. BRIDGTON ADVERTISEMENTS
CORTLAND ADVERTISEMENTS. PORTLAND ADV JÜRTISEMENTS-

II. II. HAY &C0.

mm
ABAYADERE,

OF

FIGURED, FLA ID ,
STRIPED AND PLAIN.

RO BES OF E V E R Y K I N D .
—Also, more of those—

DESIRABLE

BLACK

Warranted superior to any in the market
BjlkAiCjli Y E J k V E iT ^
Some very Rich.

Caslmicrc, Lons & Square Shawls,
3U A N I I L I i A S II A W L S .
E M B R O ID E R IE S , in e v e r y v a r ie ty .

A S on Picture. What a pity children
should ever grow up. The other day, pass
ing threrugh an entry of one of our public
buildings, wo saw two little boys, of the ages
o f about six and eight, with their arms about
each other’s nocks, exchanging kiss after
kisst It was a pretty sight, in that noisy
den of business, that one could but stop to
look. The younger of the children noticing
this, looked up with such a heaven of love
in his face, and said, iu explanation, “ lie is
my brother.” Pity they should ever grow
up, thought we, as we passed along. Pity
that the world with its clashing interests of
business, love and politics, should ever come
between them. Pity that they should ever
exchange finger tips, or, more wretched still,
even exchange glances. Pity that one should
sorrow, and grieve, and hunger, and thirst,
and yearn for sympathy, while the other
should sleep, and eat, and drink, unmindful
o f Ins fate. Pity that one with meek-folded
hands should pas3 into the land -o f silence,
and no tear of repentance and affection fall
upon his marble face from the eyes of his
“ brother.” Such tilings have been. That
is why wo thought, pity that they should
ever grow up.
A book about England has just been pub
lished in Germany, in which the author men
tions, among other equally interesting facts
that thieves are so scarce in that country,
that a reward is often oifered for the discov
ery o f one.
A physician being sent for by a quack doc
tor, expressed his surprise at being called in
ou an occasion apparently so trifling. Not
so trifling,’ replied the quack, ‘for I have taken
by mistake some of my own pills.’
The meanest man in the world lives in
London. lie buttons his shirt with wafers,
and looks at lu3 money through a magnify
ing glass.
The human heart, like a feather-bed, must
bo roughly handled, well shaken, and exposed
to a. variety of turns, to prevent its becoming
hard.
A young lady, when told to exercise for
her health, said she would jump at an oiler
aud run her own risk.
A h in t for bu sy -bodies . Indiscretion lays
you open to be read by everybody, just like
•an unsealed letter.
There is thought to he very little use in a
man’s meaning well, if he cannot express his
meaning by Ins acts.
E xtremes

meet.

Civilization and barbar
Savage Indians and
fashionable ladies paint their faces.

ism came together.

Three things that never agree—two cats
over one mouse, two wives in one house, and
two lovers after one young lady.
A woman who wants a charitable-heart,
wants a pure heart.
Common cfcversation is the best mirror
of a person’s m ini ami »heart.

" f

Burning Fluid and Camphene,
Pure Wines and Liquors, for Medicinal and
Mechanical purposes only.
S T A N D A R D F A M IL Y M E D IC IN E S , etc.
Always at lowest market Prices.
Junction o f Free and Middle Street.

PORTLAND, M E.

20tf

<GSr O

IN USE IS THE

< 0 I D ¡S ,

------AND—

C H O IC E

IMPORTED ALES, &o.

ÈÌK1F1ÈTDÌK111M,
Manufactured from the best Stock.
Also, Agent for the Star Brewery, for

PALE AND AM BER ALES,
PORT L A N D D I S T I L L E R Y .

N . E . Rum, Alcohol ty Burning Fluid,

Fur Goods, Hats, Caps, Gloves,
BjUi FMQ) A\NQj FA\NjGjY Rj0)®Ei^

W . 0. OSBORNE,
D ISTILLER AND MANUFACTURER,
All orders lor the above to be forwarded to

J O Y can do double the work with onchnl
the wood, and will last twice as long,
making It worth four times as much as any
other Stove and does not cost any more.—
This Stove is kept constantly on hand by

B. C L E A V E S & SON,

A. P. OSBORNE, Agent,

D A V I S , B A X T E R , & CO .,
COMMISSION M ERCH AN TS,
For the sale of

A m erica n

M a n u fa ctu res,

3 Free Street Flock,

PORTLAND, ME.
Dealers in

Combs, Buttons, Brushes, Suspenders,
Threads, Clocks, Watches, Jewelry, fyc., f c
Win. G. Davis,

P. Baxter

B. Greenough,
No. 10 Market Square, Borland, Me.
I. lx. Morse,
PORTLAND, ME.
A. L. Gilkey,
Particular attention is invited to our Stock
of Goods, it being by far the largest and most
complete in the market, comprising every va
riety of Style, made of the best materials,
and in a superior manner.
2 ly
W J I, P . H A S T I N G S ,
J . & U ). M
I L L E R ,
Manufacturer of
C O M M IS S IO N M E R C H A N T S ,

J. II. Baxter.

N. B. Wanted as above, One Million COW
and OX HORNS.
6m33

ROBERT I. ROBISON,

SPERM.W
HALE, IIS LIBS OIL,
L O W
F O R
C A S H
1Vo 17, Exchange Street,

PORTLAND, ME.

n y

CULLEN C. C H A PM A N ,
— DEALER IN—

I!
NO. 33 COMMERCIAL STREET,
(HEAD OF FRANKLIN WHARF,)

PORTLAND, M E.

3 ly

B V A V B z

CHOICE CIGARS AND TOBACCO,

BYRON GREEN OUGH, & C0.t

AOS. 148 & 150 M IDDLE ST.,

l f

Foreign & Domestic Fruits,

Manufacturers and Wholesale Dealers in

tiZr- All Goods at the V E R Y LOW EST
PRICES !
A . D. II A EE ,
42 Middle Street, Portland.

I

F A M I L Y G R O C E R IE S

A. NEW STYLE GE KiB GLOVES,

MANUFACTURER AND DEARER IN

Truly, love’s a mighty marvel,
Whether in effect or cause ;
Marked by countless contradictions,
Governed by no certain laws.
Love reduces pride to meekness,
Tames the most high-spirited :
Haddens gayety, strengthens weakness,
Oft strikes Resolution dead !
None from what a mortal hath been
Gan infer what he will prove
When his free-born soul is fettered
By the mystic bonds of L ove !

P A I N T S , OILS, VAR NISH ES,
Artists' Materials, Apothecaries' Class Ware,
Swedish Leeches, Cigars,

NJKT. X .

VERY DESIRABLE—to which the a tte n 
tion of Ladies is particularly invited.

LOVE’S ANOMALIES.
Well, I never ! what a picture !
Say, ye nymphs, can such things be ?
Charles “ the stern,” in suppliant posture,
Vowing love to Julia Lee!
Who’ d have thought it ? Charles the stoic,
Fit to grace a hermit’s cave,
Yielding up his soul heroic
To a Gorgon : happy slave !
Begging her in language gentle
To become his “ cherished wife
Dedicating to her solly
All he hath—including life .'

Drugs, Medicines, & Chemicals,
MINERAL T E E T H , GOLD FOIL, .VC

SILKS,

The Best Cook Stove

AVliolesalc and Retail Dealer in

Wholesale dealers in

BEAUTIFUL
ASSORTMENT
SILKS, in all Styles, such as

m Q jm

A. i\ O S B O R N E ,

Iy32

SERAPHINES, MELOPHLXES,

Where may be found a good assortment of

Cast Iron Parlor Stoves,
open and close front.

AIR TIGHT, PARLOR OVEN AND BOX
F IR E FRAM ES, CAULDRON KETTLES,
P u m p s , Sheet L ea d ,

Z in c , T in W a r e ,

and other things too numerous to mention.

AND MELODEONS,
OS’“ All kinds of JOB WORK done at
short notice.
A t No. 89, Ftderal St., Portland, Me.
Flour, Oats, Shorts & Feed, Where may be found an assortment of in N. B. Country Produce taken in exchange.
Bridgton Center.
strumenta of every style and variety, finished
Commercial Street, Head of Portland Pier. in elegant Rosewood Cases, with all the best
modern improvements, which for power,
sweetness, evenness and IniUiancy of tone, elas
N. J. MILLER, JR.
PORTLAND, M E.
ticity o f action, beauty and durability of
D. W. MILLER.
THE subscriber wonld inform his
workmanship, are unsurjiassed by any other
friends and the public that he is
32 Gm.
manufacturer.
ready to entertain, at the above
These Instruments arc all manufactured
House, travellers in a good and
DAVIS & BRADLEY,
from the best of materials, and fully*warrantsubstantial manner, and for a rea
ed.
Satisfaction
will
be
given
in
all
cases.
P HJ Qj X Oj Gj RJ A\ F Hj Sj \ \ \
The Pondicherry
R E E D ORGAN'S MADE TO ORDER, sonable compensation.
House is kept on strictly temperance princi
p h o t o g r a p h s :: :
W ITH 4, G AND 8 STOPS.
2 ly
ples,
and
travellers
will
find
it a quiet resting
The subscriber having fitted up convenient
N. B. Our Instruments took the
place. My House is also fitted up for board
Booms, at
ing, and all who see fit to take board with
Uj’ i r s t P r e m i u m
NO 11, MARKET SQUARE,
me, will find a comfortable home.
at the State Fair of ,57 and ’58.
Opposite City Hall, Portland, Me.,
HP* 1 have also, good ^tabling for Horses.
MARSHAL BACON.
Is prepared to furnish all the known styles of
M. L. H A L L ,
Bridgton Center, Nov. 19, 1858.
2 If
Dealer in
And Dealers in

Pondicherry House*

Alike on Canvass, Paper, Glass (called Ambrotype) Metal or Leather, in as good man
ner and at as low prices as any other estab
lishment in the city.
IS*“ Small pictures can be copied and en
larged to any desirable size.
S A T IS F A C T IO N W A R R A N T E D .
2tf
M. F . KING.

Foreign, & Domestic Dry Goods,

SIM M U S,

6 E JM 0 M I,

Scrofula, orKing’sEvil

Is a constitutional disease, a corruptim
of the blood, by which the fluid be«®!!
irritated, weak and poor. Being in the cfe
dilation, it pervades the whole body
may' burst out in disease on any part of e
No organ is free from its attacks, nor ist],J.
one which it may not destroy. The scrofula!
taint is variously caused by mercurial &
case, low living, disordered or uni«|u.
food, impure air, filth and filthy habits, n.
depressing vices, and above all, by therm
real infection. Whatever be its origin ju
hereditary in the constitution, desce'ijjj
from parents “ to children unto the thirduj
fourth generation indeed, it seems to boiu
rod of Him who says, “ I will visit the it
iquities of the lathers upon their children"
Its effects c&mmence by deposition fro,
the blood o f corrupt or ulcerous matter thu
in the lungs, liver, nml internal organs, u
termed tubercles : in the glands, swillhn
and on the surface, eruptions or sores, ft!
foul corruption, which genders in the bW
depresses the energies of life, so that icr&
Ions constitutions not only suffer from scu
IS rlUN'T
llions complaints, hut they have far lfsato.
s
er to withstand the attacks of other diseaati
consequently, vast numbers perish by
P U B L Ii
dors which, although not scrofulous in tic«
nature, are still rendered fatal by this un
I
in the system. Most o f the consurtJ;
which decimates the human family hasiu(.
CIU
igin directly in this scrofulous contamim
tion ; and many destructive diseases of ti
K
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liver, kidneys, brain, and, indeed, of all^
organs, arise from or arc aggravated by
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same cause.
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renovate the blood by an alterative
„
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year.
exerciso. Such a medicine we supplyi*.
T e r m s ov
lines, one i
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§1:00 ; 3 moi
year $ 6:00;
1 $30:00
; one
the most effectual remedy which the mefo
JO B FRI
skill of our times can devise for this ete
where prevailing and fatal malady. I|j ch ea p n ess
combined from tire most active rcnicdialstL
AN 1
have been discovered for the expurgation,
this foul disorder from the blood, and 4
rescue of the system from its destructive«»
¡■The foil
sequences. Hence it should he emplojtaie
W
eddin
g, is
the cure of not only scrofula, but also the
other affections which arise from it'Ah, w o o d ’s M ag
Eruptive and Skin D iseases , St. .
tcrestiu g to

Com
poundExtract of Sarsaparilla,

n y ’s F ire , R ose, or E rysipelas , I
P ustules, B lotches, P lains and
T umors, Tetter and S alt R heum,
Head, R ingworm, R heumatism. S t
tic and Mercurial Diseases, D ropsy,
pepsia , D ebilitt , and. indeed, all
plaints arising from Vitiated or i
B lood. The popnJ-’ r belief in ulmM

the blood" is founded in truth, for scrofi
a degeneration of the blood. The partial
purpose aud virtue of this Sarsaparilla ki
Manufacturers, Wholesale & Retail dealers in purify and regenerate this vital fluid, it
out which sound health is impossible in«
taminated constitutions.
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2tf
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a proceeding,
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R I B B O N S , F L O W E R S , See.
No. 174 Middle St., opposite U. S. Hotel,
\ STAGE leaves Bridgton Center, from
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Also, Ready Made M ourning Bonnets and x Y the Bridgton House, Dnilv, at 7J o’clock,
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PORTLAND, ME.
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PORTLAND. ME.
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FASHIONABLE MILLGNERY 19 Commercial Street, head o f Long What,
arrives in Bridgton at 7 o’ clock, P. M.
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